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ABSTRACT 
One of the state-of-the-art, equation of state, compositional 
simulators, the Young and Stephenson formulation, was improved to 
model physical dispersion as the first step of a series of 
modifications. 
The physical dispersion term was implemented as generally 
as possible since it was treated explicitly. 
Numerical dispersion ts usually at least an order of 
magn1tude larger than physical dispersion and masks its real effect 
on an EOR process. Hence, to reduce numerical dispersion, two 
versions of two-point upstream weighting and Chaudhart's technique 
were tested and compared. 
Through several test cases, Chaudhart's technique was 
discarded due to its inabt1ity to model small physical dispersion. 
Using two-point upstream weighting, various application 
runs, including 1-0, 2-0 areal, and 2-0 cross-sectional geometries, 
were made to investigate the effect of longitudinal and transverse 
dispersion on a miscible displacement process. 
v 
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There are two aspects 1n the development and 
improvement of a reservoir simulator. They are : 
1. How accurately the complicated physical phenomena can 
be described in a mathematical model, and 
2. How fast and efficiently the stated mathematical 
problems (equations) can be solved numerically. 
Usually, these are not compatible, and the pursuits of one feature 
may be based on some expense of another feature. 
The conventional black oil simulator has already found 
some kil)d of a meeting ground; however, the advance of enhanced 
on and gas recovery methods have been gradua11y but intensively 
requiring more generalized mathematical models. This is because 
they must be able to describe more universal, hence more complex, 
physical phenomena such as non-Isothermal flow, chemical reactions, 
and more realistic phase behavior. 
To satisfy these demands, considering the second aspect 
at the same time, more sophisticated formulations are needed, and a 
significant amount of innovation has been done especia11y on 
compositional simulation. 
The le [T 1 J summarized these histories and made a 
comparison of the latest three formulations at that time. The 
formulations were by Coats (C) [C9], Nghiem, Fong, and Aziz (NFA) [N2], 
and Young and Stephenson (VS) [VS]. The Peng-Robinson equation of 
state [Pl] was used for all three formulations ; however the VS 
formulation was designed to easily accomodate much simpler fluid 
property correlations than a cubic equation of state. Thele's 
comparison was mainly focused on the second aspect, namely 
computer memory requirements, accuracy of solution, and computation 
times. And he concluded that the VS formulation was overall the 
best. 
In this study, the VS formulation was modified to be 
able to model physical dispersion as one of the first aspect. And 
this was the main objective of this study. The physical dispersion 
term was treated explicitly and modeled in as general a form as 
possible. 
To achieve this purpose, the largest obstacle was 
numerical dispsersion which ts an essential nature of numerical 
simulation. Various attempts [C4, CS, El, Fl, JI, LS, L6, L7, L8] have 
been made to reduce numerical dispersion ; however, it ts still 
considered an active research topic. Thele tested two-point upstream 
weighting on composition, and reported good results. Here, this 
method was extended and accomplished to all transmissibility terms 
and densities. And Chaudhari's technique was also implemented. 
These schemes were selected because of the1r stmp1tc1ty to be 
2 
eas11y accomodated to an existing simulator. 
Summarizing the scope of thls work : 
1. Implement physical dispersion term. 
2. Test numerical dispersion reduction schemes. 
3. Investigate the effect of dispersion on various types 
of displacement process (immiscible, multiple-contact 
miscible, first-contact miscible), for several kind of 
solvent injection schemes (continuous, simultaneous 
injection of water, slug), and for different 
geometries (1-D, 2-D areal, and 2-D cross-sectional). 
Chapter 11 presents a brief review of the VS 
formulation. A detalled description of the modlfications is given 
in Chapter 111. Three classes of test run results are described in 
Chapter IV. Cahpter V gives the results of three more classes of 







1-D tracer runs. 
1-D two-phase runs. 
2-D areal first-contact miscible runs. 
1-D s11m tube runs (mainly focused on 
minimum miscibility pressure, t11P). 
2-D areal multiple-contact miscible runs. 
2-D cross-sectional multiple-contact 
3 
misc1ble runs. 
F1nally, conclusions and recommendat1ons for further work are 
presented in Chapter VI. 
4 
CHAPTER II 
BRIEF REVIEW OF THE VS FORl't.JLATION 
Th1s chapter presents a mathematical model, the 
assumptions, and a solution outline of the VS formulation in a 
compact form followed by m1sce11aneous correlations used in this 
study. During the description, the exce11ent features of the VS 
formulation w111 be mentioned ; they explain the reason for the 
selection of this formulat1on to be improved. The or1ginal paper [VS] 
or Thele's thesis [T 11 should be consulted for more details. 
2. 1 Mathematical Model and Assumptions 
A fairly general expression for the mass conservation of 
component 1 in porous media was given by Lake et al. [L2] as 
follows : 
,where 
Accumulation Term ; 
aw.1at = atat l~~>p·S·Ca> .. + (1-~)p (a)· 1 
I T J J J I J T S IS 
5 
(2.1-1) 
(j = 1 ... Np) 
(2.1-2) 
Flux Term ; 
vf\J. 
I 
source Term ; 
Rt = +~JSf ij + (1-+)ris + qi/Vb (j = 1. .. Np) 
Here, 
1. Isothermal process. 
(j = 1 ... Np) 
(2.1-3) 
(2.1-4) 
was assumed. In add1t1on to thts, the ortgtnal vs rormuJatton 
assumes, 
2. No adsorptton . 
3. No reactton . 
4. No phys1cal d1sperston . 
Then, EQs. 2. 1-1 --- 2.1-4 may be reduced to : 
a/at {"-~·(p·S·w .. )) + V{~·(p·CJ.> .. U·)} - q·/Vb = 0 T J J J IJ J J IJ J I 
(j = 1. .. Np) (2. 1-5) 
Further assuming, 
5. Only two hydrocarbon phases Con and gas) exist . 
6. No hydrocarbon solubiHty in the water phase . 
6 
7. No water solubility in the hydrocarbon phase . 
8. Local thermodynamic equilibrium is obtained 
instantaneously . 
and using molar balance 1nstead of mass balance, the basic 
equations to be solved in the VS formulation are Jisted below: 
Hydrocarbon component balance (number of equations= Ne> 
a/at {f(Xjt0S0 + YitgSg)) + V(xit0u0 + Yitgiig) - qi/Vb = 0 
(units of qi was changed to moles/time) (2.1-6) 
Water balance (number of equat1ons = 1) 
a/at ( f twSw) + v(twuw) - qw/Vb = 0 
(units of qw was changed to moles/time) 
Thermodynamic phase equilibrium (number of equations= Ne> 
f oi - f gf = o 
Saturation constraint (number of equations= 1) 
1-5 -S -S =O 0 g w 
Composition constraints (number of equations= 2) 






1 - l:·y· = 0 I I (i = 1 ... Nc) (2.1-11) 
There are (2Nc + 4) equat1ons for a gr1d block wh1ch contatns (2Nc + 
4) unknowns. P. S0, s9• Sw· x1 (Ne>. and y1 (Ne>· To solve these. the 
fo11ow1ng relationships and assumptions are also required. 
Z· = l X· +Vy· I I I 
L = 1-V 
V = V(S0, s9, t0 , t9) 
fji = fj1(P, Zj, Xjl• j = 0 or g, i = 1. .. Nc) 






,where xji • x1 (j•o) or y1 (j•g) , and Z j is a compressibility factor 
of phase j. 
tj = tj(P, Zj, Xji• j = 0 or g, i = 1. .. Nc) 
tw = tw(P) 
We also assume that 
(2.1-17) 
(2.1-18) 
9. Darcy's law appJtes, and the permeabHity tensor is 
orthogonal and aligned with the coordinate system. 
(j = o, g, w) (2. t-19) 
8 
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J.lj = J.lj(P, ~j· Xji• j = 0 or g. i = 1. .. Nc) (2.1-20) 
J.lw = constant (input) (2.1-21) 
v~ · = VP· - Cf ·VD (2.1-24) J J J 
P0 =Pg - Pcog (2.1-25) 
Pw = P0 - Pewo (2.1-26) 
P cwo = P cwo<Sw) (2. 1-28) 
a = a(~0• ~g· xi, y1, i = 1 ... Nc) (2.1-29) 
+ = +(P) (2.1-30) 
2 2 Solution OutUne 
Eqs. 2.1-6 --- 2.1-11 in conjunction with Eqs. 2.1-12 ---
2.1-30 must be solved for every grid block at each time step. 
lnterblock relationships were described by Darcy's Jaw in molar 
balance equations(2.1-6, 2.1-7),and they must be d:is-eretized, using a 
numerical method (for instance, five-point or nine-point finite 
difference, or finite elements ). An ordinary five-point finite 
difference was used in this study. 
Young and Stephenson used the Newton-Raphson scheme 
to solve these strongly non-linear equations. They treated the 
saturation- and concentration-dependent terms exp11cit1y, while 
pressure was evaluated impHcitly, as in the so-called IMPES 
formulation. The primary variables were carefully chosen and 
equations were ordered in such a way that the Jacobian matrix has 
as few elements in the lower triangle as possible. The matrix 
equation for a three hydrocarbon components system is shown in Fig. 
2.2-1 for illustration. Here, new variables are introduced ; they are 
defined as: 
F = t0s0 + t9s9 
W = twSw 
(2.2-1) 
(2.2-2) 
Instead of Ne hydrocarbon component balances, (Nc-1) 
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hydrocarbon component balances (the heaviest component was 
omitted) and an overall hydrocarbon balance were used. The overall 
hydrocarbon balance equation may be obtained by summing up Ne 
component balance equations : 
(2.2-3) 
The fugacity constraints Eq. 2.1-8 are scaled by L to 
prevent forming a ill-conditioned matrix. 
L · (f · - f ·) = 0 01 QI (i = 1 ... Nc) (2.2-4) 
In F1g. 2.2-1, all submatr1ces are square of order Nb, and 
all subvectors have Nb elements. Moreover all submatr1ces except 
for T1 ... TNc-l• Tr, Tw have only diagonal entries. T1 ... TNc-l• Tr, 
and T w treat transmissibilities ; hence, they are tridiagonal or 
pentadiagonal for 1-0 or 2-0 system, respectively. A detailed 
description of individual element will not be given here. Refer to 
The le's thesis [TI 1 . 
Several important notes should be made at this point. 
1. Comparing to NFA formulation, little convergence 
difficulty ts expected, since all 2Nc_+2 unknowns are 
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computed from Newton-Raphson scheme and no 
approximation are made in the linearfzation process. 
(The composition constraints were implicitly used to 
reduce two unknowns.) 
2. The lower triangle of the Jacobian is quite sparse 
(Fig. 2.2-1 ). 
3. The unknowns are not grouped by grid blocks. 
The general solution procedure ts as follows : 
(a) Generate rtght side residual vector. 
(b) Generate the Jacobian matrix. 
(c) Perform forward elimination to obtatn upper block 
triangular matrix. This is eas11y done, since the 
lower triangle is sparse and all but the 
T-submatrtces are dtagonal. ourtng this process, Cp 
is changed to Cp' (from a diagonal to a banded 
submatrtx). Fig. 2.2-2 tllustrates this procedure for 
the 1-D case. 
(d) Solve: 
~P· s P = - R8• 
for sP using a bandsolver (this ts just a NbxNb 
matr1x). 
Ce) Back substttute to obtain other iterate values. 
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(f) Update all unknowns. 
(g) Compute new right side vector. 
(h) Check fugacity, saturation, and material balance for 
convergence. Unless all of these are satisfied, go to 
(b). 
(1) Go to (a). and start the process anew. 
Here, again several comments should be given: 
4. The s1ze of the Jacobian matrix may be impractically 
large, if it is stored as a whole matrix. However, 
note that, to perform forward elimination, it is 
enough that each submatrix is individually stored. 
And as previously mentioned, most are diagonal, hence 
they may be stored as one-dimensional arrays. 
5. At step (d), LU-decomposition is used to solve the 
pressure submatrix in this study. Several . iterative 
techniques were compared and reported by Ply [P3] and 
Rood [R3]. 
6. Once the pressure submatrix is solved, the remaining 
equations do not depend on the equations from 
adjacent grid blocks. In other words, there is no 
need to compute unknowns in an order such as WNb ... 
w,, FNb ... F 1• ... YJNb ... Yt t· Actua11y, in our code, the 
unknowns are solved successively from W to V, and 
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after that, the computat1on is performed on a gr1d 
block bas1s. Namely, YNc-l ... y1 are computed 
consecutively for a certain block, only if the V value 
of that block suggests the existence of two 
hydrocarbon phases ( the flash routine w111 be called 
for the grid blocks in which one hydrocarbon phase 1s 
suggested). This feature may be used more 
efficiently, as a partial solution strategy. 
The implic1t treatment of transmiss1bi11ty terms may 
introduce several extra banded submatrices in the lower triangle of 
the Jacobian. These fill-ins may destroy the effectiveness of the VS 
formulation ; however, no attempt to do this has been reported. 
Chien [C6] developed a fully imp11cit compositional simulator, which 
has a basic idea simllar to the VS formulation, but is different in 
the selection of primary variables. He compared his new method 
with NFA, VS, and C formulations, but the efficiency of the new 
method is not evident from his paper. 
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2 3 Correlations and MfsceUaneous Remarks 
The Peng-Robinson equation of state [P 1] is used to 
calculate fugacities and hydrocarbon phase densities. The flash 
routines are performed by an accelerated successive substitution 
based on the algorithms by Nghiem and Aziz [N3], and Mehra et al 
[Ml]. These details are lengthy and the reader should refer to Thele 
[Tll 
Other properties listed in the previous section are 
computed as : 
Water density (1b-moles/ft3) 
tw = tw0 {1 + Cw(P - Pw°}} (2.3-1) 
Porosity 
+ = +o {1 + crCP - Pr°}} (2.3-2) 
Vapor-Hqutd 1nterfac1al tenston (Macleod-Sugden correlation [R 1]) 
a = o.o 16018 i:i[Pi](~o><i - ~gYi) (dynes/cm) 
(i = 1 ... Nc) (2.3-3) 
Hydrocarbon phase viscosity (Lohrentz et al. [L 1 O]) 
This method was well explained by The le [T 1 J; however, 
several mistyped expressions have been found. The 
correct forms are given below: 
The low-pressure, pure component viscosity; µ.1Ccp). 
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... ,. . = 34 x 10 -5 T ,0.94 ,.., ... , rl for Tri< 1.5 
Pi~i = 17.78 x 1 o-5(4.58 Tri - 1.67)518 for Tri > 1.5 
{2.3-4) 
(17.76 was useel lnsteael or 17.78 In Thele's Eq. 3.5.1 .) 
,where 
ti= {5.440 [Tci(R)]l/6} I {Mi 1/2[pci(psia)]2/3} (2.3-5) 
( 1 /2 was used instead of 2/3 in Thele's Eq. 3.5.2 .) 
mixture viscosity of phase j (j = o or g), µj • (cp) 
µt = ltj(XjiJli/Mi)] I ltj(Xji/Mi)] (j = o or g, i = 1. .. Nc) 
(2.3-6) 
The high-pressure mixture viscosity of phase j, µj (cp) 
Jlj = µt + 2.05 ~rj/(104 () for ~rj ~ 0.18 
(2.3-7) 
,where 
t = {5 440 [t .(x .. T .)] 1 /6} I ([r ·(x .. M .)] 1 /2 [I>(x .. p .)]2/3} 
• I JI Cl I JI I I JI Cl 
(2.J-8) 
~rj = ~j ri{xjivci) (i = 1. .. Nc) (2.3-9) 
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or 
JJj = JJt + l11C~rj>4 - 1] I (104 () for trj > 0.18 
(2.3-10) 
(4 of 1'\(~rj)4 was missed in Thele's Eq. 3.5.7 .) 
,where 
1'\(~rj) = 1.023 + 0.23364 ~rj + 0.58533 ~rj2 - 0.40758 ~rj3 
+ 0.093324 ~r j 4 (2.3-11) 
Finally, well constraints are given as : 
(a) Constant molar rate injection (Specify <q, qw, zi). 
(2.3-12) 
(2.3-13) 
(b) Constant reservoir volumetric rate injection 
(Specify Or· Ow, Z;). 
qi = l(Or - Ow)~0~gZi1 I l~g + V(~0 - ~9)1 (2.3-14) 
qw = Ow~w (2.3-15) 
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(c) Constant molar rate production (Specify <q). 
qi= [().rotaXi + ArgtgYi) I Ej(Arjtj)1 ctr (j = o, Q, w) 
(2.3-16) 
{J = o. g, w) 
(2.3-17) 
(d) Constant volumetric rate production (Specify Or>-
qi = K>-rotaXi + ).rgtgYi) I r j).r j1 Or (j = o. g. w) 
(2.3-18) 
qw = ().rw~w I Ej).rj> Or (j = o, g. w) (2.3-19) 
(e) Constant bottomhole pressure production 
(Specify Pbh• Pl). 
qi = Pl (ArotaXi + Arg~gYi) (Pbh - P) 
qw = Pl ().rwtw> (Pbh - P) 
(2.3-20) 
(2.3-21) 
,where the productiv1ty index Pl (or II) is defined as : 
Pl (or II) = (kx6 Yh) I (6X/2) for 1-D (2.3-22) 
Pl (or II) = (2n/kxky h) I {lrlC(r eqlr w>1 + S} -
for 2-D (2.3-2~) 
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r eq is the equvalent radius and c 1s used to take 1nto 
account the geometry of the gr1d block and the 1ocat1on 
of the we11 w1thin 1t [K21. 
These var1ab1es, except for the grid block pressures in 
(e), are treated explicitly in the we11 term. Negligible capillary and 
gravity forces are assumed in the we11 blocks. 
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t'DDIFICATIONS OF THE t'DDEL 
As shown in the previous chapter, the original Young and 
Stephenson (VS) formulation neglected the dispersive flux term. In 
this chapter, the important role which dispersion plays in a 
miscible displacement processes is briefly reviewed. Then, a 
detailed treatment of the physical dispersion term will be presented 
followed by a discussion of numerical dispersion reduction schemes. 
Finally, the well representation in a cross-sectional version will be 
mentioned. 
3. 1 Physical Dispersion 
3. 1. 1 Review of Mechanisms and Roles of Physical Dispersion 
One of the main transport mechanisms taking place in 
porous media is dispersion. This is initiated by concentration 
gradients, while convection is caused by potential gradients. As 
shown In the previous chapter, the flux term of the species 
conservation equation for component i may be written as : 
22 
(j = _ I •.. Np) 
(2.1-3) 
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The second term on the r1ght s1de expresses the d1spers1ve flux 
where K'1j is a dispersion coefficient tensor. In the original VS 
formulation, this term was neglected. 
The dispersion coefficient 1s quite a complicated 
function. According to Perkins and Johnston [P2], and Salter and 
Mohanty [S 1, M4, MS], it is a function of : 
( 1) Molecular diffusion. 
(2) Tortuosity. 
(3) Phase velocity. 
(4) Phase saturation. 
(5) Scale of the system and degree of heterogeneity. 
The exact mathematical expression w111 be given in the next section. 
The role of dispersion in miscible displacements has 
been well explained in the literature [Kl, Ll, F3, S3], and may be 
summarized as follows : 
(A) Favorable Features 
( 1) Transverse dispersion may mitigate viscous fingering 
to a certain extent [G3]. 
(2) Transverse dispersion may suppress a gravity tongue 
of solvent [P4). 
(3) Additional hydrocarbon may be recovered from 
dead-end pore volume or water blocked hydrocarbon 
phase by molecular diffuston[Bl, C7, 01]. 
(B) Adverse Features 
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Miscibility may be lost due to solvent dilution 
caused by dispersion. As a result, an immiscible 
displacement will take place instead of a miscible 
one, and a residual hydrocarbon left behind. This is 
particularly significant when solvent ts injected as 
a slug (S3]. 
In spite of the favorable features listed above, the 
character which gives the largest impact on an EOR process might 
be this adverse feature --- dilution of solvent slug. 
Some examples of these features will be shown in the 
following chapters. 
3 1 2 Mathematical Forroulatjoo of Physical Dispersion Term 
As reviewed in Chapter 11, the VS formulation ts solved 
by mole balance basts. Hence, cancelling molecular weight, physical 
dispersion term in Eq. 2.1-3 may be expressed in units of 
moles/vol./time as follows : 
(&)i j = (M it jx j i) I p j hence, cancelling Mi, 
v r·{ ~p·S·l.':·· [ v(~·x .. )/p· J} J T J J IJ J JI J 
= v r1{ tPJSJKiJ l(11p1)v(tJxJ1) - ct1x111p12>vp1 J} 
~ v rj l fSjKij CVtjxji) J (j = o, g) (3.1.2-1) 
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,where xji is a mole fraction of the i th component in phase j. 
Here, 1n the f1na1 expression, -(~jxji/Pj)vpj was neglected 1n 
order to easlly apply Chaudhari's technique to be described in Sec. 
3.2.3. This assumption can be valid if one of the following 
conditions is satisfied : 
c 1 > I vet ix ii> I >> 1-ct ix ii'Pi>vpi I 
(2) I Ccxwective Flux I >> I Dispersive Flux I 
(3) I Net Flux I :t O 
The effect of this neglected term wt11 be tnvesttgated 
1n Sec. 4.3.3. 
The physical dtsperston coerrtctent tn a two-dimensional 





,where the expansion of tndtvtduaJ component was given by Bear (62) 
as : 
Kxxij = Dij/'r + [0<1/<+sj)J · Cuxj2tluj I> 
• le<t/<+sj)1 · Cuvj2/lujl> (3.1.2-2a) 
Eq. 2.1-19. 
KxYij = KYXij = [(oclj - octj) I <+sj)] · luxjuvjl I lujl 
(3.1.2-2b) 
Kyyij = Dij/-r + [oclj/(+sj)J · (uyj2/ I uj I> 
+ loctj/C+sJ)J · (uxJ21lliJI> (3.1.2-2c) 
I rrj I = /ruXj2 • uvj2> (3.1.2-3) 
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Superficial velocities, UXj• UVJ· were already defined fn 
If molecular diffusion coefficients are negligible, the 
dispersion coefficients are propotional to interstitial phase velocity 
(u j/+s j). Thfs implies the concentration profiles depend on the 
length they traveled but not on velocity. 
Salter and Mohanty [S 11 suggested that longitudinal and 
transverse dispersivity of phase j were not only the functions of 
system scale but also functions of phase saturation Sj ; however, 
here, these were treated as constants. 
Using the above notation, the mole conservation equation 
for component 1 (1 = 1... Nc-0 in residual form expanded in a 
two-d1mens1onal cartesfan coordinate system fs as follows : 
Rei= a1at r+zi ri<tisi)J 
+ a1ax {rj lxjitjuxj - +sjKxxiJ( a1ax Ctjxji)) 
- +s jKxvi i( a1av Ct ix i i))J l 
+ a1av {ri lxjitjuYj - +sjKvvij< a1av Ctjxji)) 
- +sjKvxij< a1ax Ctjxji))J l 
(j = 0, g) (3.1.2-4) 
And overall hydrocarbon mote balance equation wilt be : 
Rh = a1at [t r jCt js j)J 
+ a1ax {rj[tjuxj - +sjri(Kxxij<a1axctjxji)) 
- KXYI j(8/8Y(t jX j j)) ) ] } 
+ a1av Cr jct juY j - +s jri(Kyyij(a1avct jx j i)) 
- Kvxijca1axctjxji))) 1 J 
(j = o, g) (i = 1 ... Nc) (3.1.2-5) 
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In this study, these dispersion terms are~ treated 
explicitly, which means evaluated at the previous time step and 
added to the residual vector. The complete finite difference 
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formulation with numerical reduction schemes will be given in Sec. 
3.2.2 and 3.2.3 . 
3 2 Numerical Dispersion Reduction Schemes 
3 2 1 Nature of Numerical Dispersion 
Consider a convection-diffusion equation in a 
dimensionless form for an illustrative purpose : 
(3.2.1-1) 
,where KP 1s an inverse of a Peclet number ( = 1 /NpeP>. 
Solving this equation numerically (not restricted to 
finite difference methods) will introduce so-called numerical 
dispersion through truncation error. A numerical solution of Eq. 
3.2.1-1 will correspond to the analytic solution of following 
equation : 
(3.2.1-2) 
Here, KN ts a numerical dispersion coefficient (= I /Npe N). From 
Lantz [L4], the magnitude of KN for a finite difference appoximat1on 
using a backward difference for the first-order space deriv~tive is : 
KN= (6Xo - 6t0) I 2 (explicit) (3.2.1-3) 
(implicit) (3.2.1-4) 
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Unfortunately, these quantities are tens to hundreds times larger 
than KP for the combination of practical grid and time step size. 
For example, an expl1c1t KN w111 be 0.0225 (NpeN = 44.4) by sett1ng 
AX0 = 0.05 (20 G.B.), and At0 = 0.1 A~o· The range of KP depends on 
the variables listed in Sec. 3.1.1, and has been considered 
approximately to be 0.02 --- 0.0001 (Npe P = 50 --- 10000) [L 1]. Thus, 
KN is substantially larger than KP in usual cases. This means that 
the calculated concentration front will be smeared out excessively, 
and the true effect of physical dispersion, which must be important 
in a miscible process as mentioned in Sec. 3.1.1, will be masked. 
On the other hand, the large numerical dispersion 
stabilizes a numerical solution. Note that Eq. 3.2.1-3 can be seen as 
a stability criterion for an explicit solution keeping KN positive. 
Also note that KN for implicit solution (Eq. 3.2.1-4), which is always 
positive and larger than the explicit one, guarantees unconditional 
stability of the impHctt solution. So, a demand for a capabiHty to 
evaluate physical dispersion precisely by reducing numerical 
dispersion and a quest for stable solution have a competitive nature. 
Numerous attempts have been made to reduce numerical 
dispersion and to accurately model physical dispersion. 
Lantz[L4] utilized KN as KP without implementing the 
second-order space derivative. Chaudhari's techniques were 
essentially the same as Lantz's but he put a negative numerical 
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dispersion coefficient on the second-order space derivative to cancel 
numerical d1spersion [C4, CS]. 
Todd et al. [T 4] proposed a two-point upstream 
weighting scheme to make the first-order space derivative 
second-order correct. Generalization of this method was investigated 
by Yokoyama [VJ]. 
The truncation cancellation procedure was introduced by 
Laumbach [L 71 This method cancels a part of the error in the 
first-order space derivative with that tn the first-order time 
derivative. He claimed this method approached fourth-order correct 
in time and space as KP became small 
Larson [LS, L6] developed a variably timed flux updating 
scheme in one and two dimensions to control numerical dispersion. 
L1 [LBJ applied the method of random choice, which has 
been used in gas dynamics, wlth the operator splitting and reported 
that the method was unconditionally stable. 
Jensen and Finlayson [Jl] examined a front tracking 
scheme w1th a fin1te element simulator and compared the results 
wtth a conventional fin1te element formulation. 
From these literature survey, the variational formulation 
solved by fin1te element methods and front tracking techniques seem 
to have great potential, and generality. However, in this study, 
Chaudhari's technique and Todd et al. 's two-point . upstream 
weighting were chosen and tested because of their capability to be 
easily implemented in an existing simulator. As shown in the later 
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chapters these methods may be effective with careful use, but they 
are far from perfect. 
Another important aspect of numerical dispersion is an 
alteration of principal axes. This causes the we11 known grid 
orientation effects with preferential flow along grid paths. This 
multidimensional numerical dispersion was investigated by Fanchi 
[F 1]. And an exce11ent discussion was given in [E 11. 
Two-point upstream weighting failed to reduce this 
effect for highly adverse mobility ratio miscible displacements. This 
will be shown in Sec. 4.4. 
Yanosik and McCracken [YI 1 developed a nine-point finite 
difference scheme, and Young [Y4] applied a finite element method. 
Both methods showed successful results. 
Russell and Wheeler [EI 1 suggested a possibility to 
reduce this effect by adjusting physical longitudinal and transverse 
dtspersivity, and they proposed very sophisticated methods, interior 
penalties with finite elements, a modified method of characteristics 
with finite differences and finite elements, and a ceJJ-balance finite 
element scheme. 
3 2 2 Two-Point Upstream Weighting 
The le [T 1) showed that the artificial smearing of 
concentration fronts could be improved by two-point upstream 
weighted mole fractions Cx1, y1> as originally proposed by Ngh1em et 
al. [N21. (Hereafter, th1s method will be refered as ·composition 
2-Point9.) 
In th1s study, other factors, relative permeabilities, 
viscosities, and densities, which have to be evaluated at grid block 
faces (1+ 1 /2, or t-1 /2) are also two-po1nt upstream weighted c· All 
2-Potne). The water conservation equation was treated in the same 
manner. Comparison of three methods c·composftion 2-Point·, ·An 
2-Point·, and "Chaudharr) will be given in the following chapter. 
These two-point upstream weighted factors are treated 
as : 
Atc-1 /2 = Atc-1 + (Atc-1- Atc-2) . AXk-1 I (AXk-1 + AXk-2) 
(~k- l > ~k) (3.2.2-1 a) 
Atc-1 /2 = Ate + (Ate- Ate+ 1) · AXk I (AXk+ AXie:+ I) 
(tk-1 <tic:) (3.2.2-lb) 
,where A 1s one or the two-po1nt upstream we1ghted var1ables. 
At<± 112 must be constrained to prevent over- or under-sh~ot : 
Ate± t /2 ~ Max <Atct t • Ate) (3.2.2-2) 
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Atct 1 /2 ~Min (Ate± 1 • Ate) (3.2.2-3) 
In addition to these, mole fractions (xi, Yi) are normaltzed at the 
grid face to assure that these sum to unity. 
With this scheme (or with an ordinary single-point 
upstream weighting), the physical dispersion term may be discretized 
as below [M3) : 
From Eq. 3.1.2-4, for a grid (k,m), 
a1ax {tSjKxxi j [8/8X(t jXjj)l + +sjKXYi j [8/8Y(t jXjj)l } 
~(1/AXk) 
. {2·[{tjxji>k+1,m- Ctjxji)k,ml c+sjKxxij)k+l/2,m/ (AXk+l+AXk) 
..... (A) 
- 2·[(t jXji>k,m-<t jXji>k-1,ml <+sjKxxij>k-1 /2,ml(AX1c+AX1c-1) 
..... (B) 
+ [(t jX ji)k+ 1/2,m+112-<t jXji)k+ 1/2,m-1121 <+sjKXYi j)k+ 1 /2,m' AY m 
..... (C) 




The terms (A) and (C) are calculated only 1f phase j 
exists in both grids (k, m) and (k+ 1, m). Simllarly only when the 
gr1ds (k-1, m) and (k, m) have phase j are the terms (B) and (0) 
evaluated. 
Individual factors in Eq. 3.2.2-4 are treated as : 
tk:t 1 /2 = ( tk + +k± 1 ) I 2 (3.2.2-5) 
(3.2.2-6) 
C~jxji)k+1/2, m+1/2 
= l(tjxji>k.m+ Ctjxji)k+t,m• Ctjxji)k,m+1• Ctjxji)k+l,m+1l I 4 
(3.2.2-7) 
The superficial velocities along the grid face to evaluate physical 
dispersion coefficients are : 
(uyj)k+1~2, m 
= l(uyj)k,m-112• (uyj)k,m+1/2+ (uyj)k+l,m-1/2+ (uyj)k+l,m+t/21I4 
(3.2.2-8) 
These velocities are upstream weighted (either stngle-
or two-point) to be consistent w1th the convection term ; however, 
this treatment is not rigorous. 
Finally, at the boundary, the following conditions were 
assumed to guarantee no dispersive flux across the boundary (only 
the X-direction is shown) : 
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a1ax Ctjxji) = o 
llxj = 0 
3 2 3 Chaudhari's Techniaue 
(3.2.2-9) 
(3.2.2-10) 
Hong [HS] extended Chaudharf's technique to multiphase 
flow and implemented it in a two-dimensional incompressible 
mice11ar/po1ymer simulator. She assumed negligible time truncation 
error. This assumption may be reasonable since fairly sma11 time 
step size is usually required to solve strongly non-Hnear systems. 
And the va11d1ty of the time truncation error expression derived 
analogous to Chaudhart's is doutful because our system is far more 
general and comp11cated (multiphase) than his application. However, 
here, Chaudhari's analog was derived including off-diagonal numerical 
dispersion coefficients. The detailed derivation will be given in 
Appendix-A 
As a result, the numerical dispersion coefficients are 
expressed in a tensor form as : 
KxxjN KxvjN 
r.N 
J = (3.2.3-1) 
KYXjN KyyjN 
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,where in a dtscret1zed form 
(KxxjN)k+t/2 = -{6t £1uxjll(fSj)1k+1/2 -6Xupl · luxjlk+l/2 
I (2f S j)k+ 1 /2 
6Xup=6Xk if tj1c>tjk+l 
6Xup = 6Xk+ 1 if t jk < t jk+ 1 (3.2.3-2) 
(KxvjN)k+l/2 = -{ 6t luyjl(fSj)11c+1/2. Uxjk+l/2} I (2fSj)k+1/2 
(3.2.3-3) 
(KvxjN>m+ 1 /2 = -{ 6Uuxjl(fS j)lm+ 1 /2 · uvjm+ 112> I <2+5 j>m+1 /2 
(3.2.3-4) 
(KyyjN)m+ 1/2 = -{6t[ I uyj I /(fSj)1m+ 112-6Yupl · I uyj Im+ 1 /2 
1c2+s j)m+ 112 
6Yup = 6Ym if tjm > tjm+l 
(3.2.3-5) 
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These numerical dispersion coefficient component are 
subtracted from physical dispersion coefficient component in Eq. 
3.2.2-4, when Chaudharrs technique is applied. 
3 3 Treatment of We11 Constraints in a Cross-Sectional Model 
Basically two methods have been proposed to allocate 
total production or injection rate to each layer ; the potential 
allocation and the mobility allocation. The former method is 
theoretically correct but may introduce prohibitive stability problems 
if the saturation dependent terms are treated explicitly. The later 
method will not cause signif1cant error unless the well is 
completed through a very low permeab11ity zone [A2, N4, T21 
Here, the mobility allocation was used, and only the 
molar rate constraint was coded for injection wells in a 
cross-sectional model, while three production schemes, molar rate, 
volumetric rate, and bottomhole pressure constraint, were 
implemented. After an addition of a three-phase flash routine, the 
last two injection specifications may be modeled. And semi-impliclt 
or fully implicit treatment of the well term [Wl, C3, C9) may be 
required for more complicated runs. 
3 3 1 Molar Rate Specification for Injection and Production We1Js 
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For injection wells, we can specify molar rate of water 
(Qw) and each hydrocarbon component (q1, 1= 1 ... Nc), then the 1nject1on 
rate into the 1-th layer as : 
qwl = qw ·(II I:j'.>..rjtj)1 /. [ I:k(ll I:j'.>..rjtj)kl 
(j = o, g, w) (k = 1 ... N1) 
qi I = qi . (II r jAr j~ j)I I [ rk(ll r jAr j~ j)k] 
(i = 1 ... Nc) (j = o, g, w) (k = 1 ... N1) 
(3.3.1-1) 
(3.3.1-2) 
For production wells, specffy total molar production rate 
qTI =Qr. (Pl I:jArj~j)I I [ rk(PI tjArj~j)k] 
( j = o, g, w) (k = 1 ... NI) 
qil = Qr1 · (A.roto><i + '.>..rgtgYi)I I (r j'.>..r jt j) 
(i = 1. .. Nc) (j = o, g. w) 
(3.3.1-3) 
(3.3.1-5) 
.where 1njectfvfty 1ndex (II) and productfv1ty 1ndex (Pl) were gtven fn 
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Eqs. 2.3-22 and 2.3-23 , and the relative mobillty '.Ar j 1s defined 
as : 
(j = o, g, w) (3.3.1-6) 
3.3.2 volumetric Rate Specjf1catton for Production WeJJs 
Specify total volumetric production rate QT : 
qwl = 0r. (Pl '.Arw~w)I I [ rk(PI i:f>~rj)k] 
(j = o, g, w) (k = l ... N1) (3.3.2-1) 
qil =Or . [Pl('.Aro~cri+ Arg~gYi)J I [ rk(PI i:jArj)k] 
(i = 1 ... Ne) (j = o, g, w) (k = 1 ... N1) (3.3.2-2) 
3 3 3 Bottomhole Pressure Specifjcatjon for Production WeJJs 
Specify the bottomhole pressure at the upper most layer 









TEST RUN RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
A modified version of the VS simulator descrived in the 
previous chapter will be tested here. The simple test cases 
consisted of three classes, ( 1) tracer runs (Sec. 4.2), (2) two-phase 
runs (Sec. 4.3), and (3) 2-D areal runs to check grid orientation 
effects (Sec. 4.4). Early on, Chaudharrs technique was discarded 
because of its instability to model smal1 physical dispersion. 
Run-statistics, such as computation times and material balance 
errors, and the complete specifications for each run are summarized 
in Appendix-C. 
4 1 General Remarks 
The following notes are valid throughout the chapters IV 
and V (appJication runs), unless otherwise mentioned: 
( 1) Zero cap111ary pressures are assumed. 
(2) Molecular diffusion coefficients are set to zero. 
(3) Constant grid block sizes are always used. 
(4) Injection conditions are specifted by molar rate, and the 
bottom hole pressure constraints are used for production 
we11s. 
(5) Dimensionless times are calculated as a ratio of the 
injected fluid volume and the displaceable pore volume, 
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both evaluated at the initial pressure and temperature. 
Hence, a large pressure drop or a large volume change 
due to mixing may cause these numbers to be 
meaningless. 
(6) The same dispersivities are used in both the on and gas 
phases. 
These specifications are not from the limitation of the 
simulator but arbitrarily selected. 
(7) Hydrocarbon components and water properties are Hsted 
in Table 4.1-1 [RI, 01). 
(8) Run-numbering is slightly different from class to class, 
but the first digit always shows the class number which 
that particular run belongs to. 
4.2 Tracer Runs (Class-1 > 
4.2-1 Description of Runs 
The purpose of Class-1 tracer runs are to investigate 
the nature of the numerical dispersion reduction schemes c·two-point 
upstream weighting· and ·chaudharr). The accuracy of modeling 
physical dispersion is deduced by comparing numerical and analytical 
solutions. To do this, the system was approximately reduced to a 
convection-diffusion equation (Eq. 3.2.1-1), ( 1) by setting very large 
permeability (neglfgible pressure drop), and (2) by making the 
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displacing and displaced fluids have the same properties. Note that 
in this class, the ·composition 2-Point9 and ·All 2-Point9 schemes 
reduce to the same one. 
The reservoir data are given in Table 4.2-1. The 
dimensions and properties of this reservoir (sllm tube) are basically 
based on Holm and Josendal [H4]. Initially this reservoir was 
saturated with butane-2, and displaced by butane-I (tracer) 
continuously or as a slug followed by butane-2. 
The exact analitic solution of Eq. 3.2.1-1 may be given 
as follows [NI]: 
c0 = ( 112) err c l(x0- t0) I 2/ t0/Npe1 
+ exp(-XoNpe> · erfc l(X0+ t0) / 2Jt0/Npe1 (4.2.1-1) 
,where erfc is the complementary error function and Npe is the 
Peclet number (=1/KP). The dimensionless displacing fluid 
concentratton c0 is def1ned as (C-C1)/(CJ-c1>. 
Finally, run-numbe~ing of Class-1 runs consists of the 
first digit ( 1) followed by the sequential number of one or two 
digits. 
4 2 2 Results and Discussf oos 
This subsection presents the magnitude of the numerical 
dispersion without any reduction schemes, and then the test results 
of these schemes for various Peclet numbers. 
Remember that Eq. 3.2.1-3 showed the possibility of 
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cancelling numerical dispersion by adjusting AXo and At0 for an 
explicit method. A sequence of runs was made with single-point 
upstream weighting, keeping AXo constant ( = 0.025, 40 G.BJ, and 
changing At0. These runs were with zero physical dispersivity 
(infinite Npe>· So, the exact solution must be a shock front. Ftg. 
4.2-1 shows that the concentration front becoming sharper as At0 
approaching AXo (KN-+ 0), and the solution seems to converge as Alo 
reduce to zero ( KN -+ AXo/2 ). 
Another sequence of runs was made using constant At0 
(= 0.1 AXo ). From Fig. 4.2-1, the effect of time step stze is fairly 
small at this level. Increasing the number of grid blocks (decreasing 
AXo) the solution became sharper (Fig. 4.2-2). But the incremented 
computation time due to using a large number of grid blocks can be 
prohibitive (see Appendtx-C ). Hereafter 40 grid blocks were used 
for all 1-D runs consistently. 
Figs. 4.2-3 --- 4.2-8 show the comparison of four 
solutions, exact, single and two-point upstream weighting, and 
Chaudhart's tecnique, with a Peclet number of 500. The 
concentration prof11es at 0.4 DPV injected are shown in Fig. 4.2-3. 
The labels, A, B, c, A', B', and c·, indicate the same point tn Figs. 
4.2-3, 4.2-7, and 4.2-8. It ts obvious from this figure that the 
ordinary single-point upstream weighting (Run • t. 7) may not be used 
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for this kind of simulation since the smearing due to numerical 
dispersion is so large. From a probability paper plot (the second 
term in Eq. 4.2.1-1 was neglected) [P2] in Fig. 4.2-4, the actual 
Peclet number (Npe act) may be calculated as follows : (The straight 
lines were drawn by the least squares method, using the points 
between c0 = 1 o 7' and c0 = 90 7' .) 
1/Npeact = (1/t0) l (x0190 - x0 110) I 3.62512 (4.2.2-1) 
We get Npe act= 75.1 for Run* 1.7. This corresponds to the sum of 
physical and numerical disperstvity: 
1/NpeT = 1/Npep + 1/NpeN = 1/500 + (0.025-0.lx0.025)/2 = 1/75.47 
Thus, there is a big difference between the input Peclet 
number (500) and output Peclet number (75.1 ). Both two-point 
upstream weighting (Run • t.8) and Chaudharrs technique (Run • t.9) 
presented better profiles than the single-point scheme (Run • t.7) in 
Fig. 4.2-3. However the actual Peclet numbers calculated from Figs. 
4.2-5 and 4.2-6 are 282.5 and 249.8 respectively. Probably at least 
80 grid blocks are required for this level of physical dispersion 
with Chaudhari's technique or two-point upstream weighting to get 
reasonable accuracy. However. 225 grid blocks with At0 = 0.1AX0 or 
40 grid blocks with At0 = 0.84AXo may be required if Lantz's method 
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is used to express this Peclet number. The former combination is 
expensive, and for the latter one a large time step stze may be 
prohibitive for more complicated non-linear systems. There may be 
the optimal combination, but it ts not practical to search for such 
a combination for run by run. 
Two other types of plots were made. The first type is 
a plot of net flux per time step (in other words, this 1s the 
accumulation). This quantity is defined as : 
Net Flux/time step = {(number of moles of component i ink th block)n+ 1 
- (number of moles of component i ink th block)n } I ~t 
The second plot may be called the dtsperstve accumulat1on rat1o : 
Dispersive Accumulation Ratio= (Dispersive Accumulation) 
I (Convective Accumulation)= vr·(~·x··u-)!Vr·l"'S·K··CV~·x·-)1 J j JI J J T j lj J JI 
These plots were made for two reasons. Ftrst, the 
movement of the dtsplactng front and the location of the dtsperstve 
mtxing-domtnated zone can be emphasized. Th1s ts especially useful 
for 2-D slug runs (Sec. 5.3, 5.4 ). The second reason is to check the 
validity of the assumption mentioned in Sec. 3.1.2, where a term 
was neglected from the physical dispersion term. This will be 
investigated in Sec. 4.3.3 . 
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Fig. 4.2-7 shows the net flux of displacing fluid for Run 
•La (two-point) and •1.9 (Chaudhart). For the exact solution (not 
plotted here), the peak position corresponds to the position of mean 
concentration (should be at AXo = 0.4, in this case), and the shape 
of the curve is symmetric. It is clear that Chaudharrs technique 
has a very sharp trailing edge and a 11ttle bit slower front. On the 
other hand, two-point upstream weighting run moves faster and has 
an acute leading edge. 
From Fig. 4.2-8, it can be seen that dispersive flux 
dominates at both edges (but net fluxes are very small at those 
points), and becomes zero at the mean concentration. The negative 
values of dispersive accumulation ratio indicates where the 
directions of dispersive accumulation and convective accumulation 
are opposite. The trends of Chaudharrs technique and two-point 
upstream weighting are reverse, since Chaudhari's technique has a 
negative dispersion coef f tct ent in this case. 
Larger physical dispersion cases are shown in Figs. 4.2-9 
--- 4.2-14. For these cases, both methods presented excellent 
results. As previously mentioned in Sec. 3.2.1, it ts easier to model 
large dispersion than a small one~ These results are summarized in 
Fig. 4.2-15. AH runs included in this figure used 40 grid blocks and 
At0 = 0.1 AX0. Hence, without numerical dispersion reduction scheme 
and physical dispersion term, the actual (outputted) dtsperstvity 
should be 1188.9 = 0.0112 ( (0.025 - 0.1 x0.025)/2 ). Around this 
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value, both two-point upstream weighting and Chaudhari's technique 
present Excellent results. And each side of this potnt shows the 
opposite error trend ; namely, the numerical solution shows the 
sharper front than the analytic solution when the inputted 
dispersivity is larger than the numerical dispersion level, and the 
reverse 1s true for the smaller dispersivity. The reason of this 
observation ts not explicit, however, probably the remaining higher 
order terms (remember both methods only treat the second-order 
term) may affect this. 
One more series of runs was made to study the profiles 
and the effluent h1stortes or tracer slugs C 0.1 DPV). Npe = 200 was 
used. Ftg. 4.2-16 shows the prof11es at 0.4 DPV and 0.8 DPV 
injected, and the effluent histories are shown fn Fig. 4.2-17. The 
exact solution was obtained by the superposition of Eq. 4.2.1-1 [L11. 
Here again, the slug ts diluted with the single-point scheme, and 
two-point upstream weighting drives the slug slightly too fast. Fig. 
4.2-18 shows the net flux, and from this figure, the net flux fs 
positive at the front of the bank and becomes zero at the peak 
concentration, then has negative value behind the bank. 
At thfs point, through continuous tracer and slug runs, 
no significant drawbacks have been found for either method. 
Chaudhart's technique may be pref ered since two-point upstream 
weighting showed a faster movement of slug tn Run "1.13 . However, 
Chaudharrs technique has a serious defect because It may be 
unstable unless the Inputted physical disperstvity ts equal or larger 
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than the numerical dispersivity which wnl appear when an ordinary 
first-order correct finite difference is used. In other words, the 
total dispersivity (KP - KN) which is the coefficient of the 
discretized second-order space derivative in Chaudhari's technique 
must be positive to get a stable solution. The stability analysis by 
the matrix method using Gerschgorin's theorem (Appendix-B) shows 
that a necessary and sufficient condition for a solution without the 
growth of the initial error is that physical dispersion be equal or 
larger than numerical dispersion and that the proper small time step 
size be selected (region A in Fig. B-2). Although thts analysis gives 
no information about the stability in the area where physical 
dispersion is smaller than numerical dispersion (region B in Fig. 
B-1 ), namely the total dispersivity is negative, a possibility of the 
initial error growth in this region is clearly indicated by this 
analysis and it well agrees the numerical results which has been 
reported by several investigators [L9, HS]. 
Lin [L9] used a first-order correct finite difference 
scheme, two-point backward for the first-order space derivative and 
three-point central for the second-order space derivative, without 
any numerical dispersion reduction scheme. And he attempted to 
represent a small total dispersivity by inputting a negative physical 
dispersiv1ty. This idea is essentially the same as Chaudhari's 
technique. He concluded that a positive total dispersivity was 
required to prevent oscillations. This completely agrees with our 
discussion mentioned above. On this case, the total dispersivity is 
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(KN - KP), where KN is not explicitly used in his codes but appears 
from the first-order correct finite difference. Comparing w1th 
Chaudhari's technique: 
Lin's method --- output dispersivity • (KN - KP» o 
Chaudhari's technique --- output dispersivity .. KP>KN> 0 
Hence, Lin's method can model smaller dispersivity than Chaudhari's 
technique, although the grid block size and the time step size must 
be constant.) 
Hong [HS] tested Chaudharrs technique and presented 
similar results. She showed oscillatory behaviors of concentration 
profiles, and concluded that the Peclet number used for a given 
simulation could be up to about four times the number of grid 
blocks (assuming small time truncation error. (t.X0-t.t0)/2 ~ t.X012 = 
1 /(2Nx> = 1 /Npe N). This means that Chaudhari's technique can stably 
model physical dispersivity which is larger than about a half of 
numerical dispersivity. Qualitatively this argument is correct, but 
quantitatively the condition may be harder as previously mentioned. 
Physical dispersivity should be larger than numerical dispersivity. In 
our simulator, mole fractions are always constrained between zero 
and one, and, moreover, the sum of mole fractions of each phase is 
normalized to unity. These manipulations are necessary to guarantee 
the function of flash routine; however, 1t makes the global material 
balance worse. Because of these handling. no concentration 
oscillation can be seen in our prof Hes, but Chaudhari's technique 
so 
shows hundreds to thousands times worse mater1a1 balance error 
than the two-point upstream weighting. See Table 4.2-2 abstracted 
from Appendix-C. The magnitude of these errors may be tolerable in 
simple Class-1 runs, but in the next section, it will become very 
difficult to complete runs with Chaudhari's technique since 
saturations, which were not constrained as were the mole fractions, 
start fluctuating. This fluctuation makes the iteration scheme 
useless, and, hence, the simulation can not be completed .. 
Probably one good feature of Chaudhari's technique is the 
ability to cancel the time truncation error. Two-point upstream 
weighting only treats the first-order space derivative. One attempt 
was made to combine these two schemes. That is, the time 
truncation error was treated by Chaudhari's technique and two-point 
upstream weighting took care of the space truncation error. The 
results are shown in F1gs. 4.2-19 --- 4.2-21. Larger At0 (= 0.4 AXo> 
was used to magnify the time truncation effect. As shown in Fig. 
4.2-19, the concentration profile from the pure two-point upstream 
scheme is too steep and the reverse is true for the combined 
method. To derive the expression for the time truncation error in 
terms of space derivative, several assumptions were made (neglect 
physical dispersion term, ignore higher order terms). The nature of 
the time truncation error may not be so simple. 
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4 3 Two-Phase Runs CCJass-2) 
4 3 1 Description of Runs 
The purpose of the Class-2 runs is to extend the 
investigation in the previous section to a more complicated fluid 
system. The reservoir (slim tube) ts exactly the same as the 
Class-1 runs. The fluid system is represented the ternary diagram 
shown in Fig. 4.3-1. Two subclasses of runs, small and large 
tnterphase mass-transfer cases, were made. The only difference 
between these subclasses ts the displacing fluid composition which 
is listed in Table 4.3-1. 
The relative permeabtlities were modeled based on 
Nghiem et al. [N2] as functions of interfacial tension and 
saturation. These are shown tn Fig. 4.3-2 and Table 4.3-2. 
The run-numbering convention is the same as Class-1 
runs, the first digid (2) indicates the class and ts followed by 
sequential number. 
No physical dispersivlty was used for any of the runs 
except for one (•2.8) which was used to check the significance of 
the neglected term tn physical dispersion term. Hence, these runs 
should be the great ordeals for Chaudhari's technique. 
4 3.2 Results and Discussions for the SmaJJ lnterphase 
Mass-Transfer Case 
Four runs including single-point upstream weighting, 
·composition 2-Point", ·An 2-Potne, and ·chaudharr were made, but 
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there is little thing to be mentioned since all solutions showed no 
significant difference. This is because the composition of oil and 
gas phases remain almost constant throughout the run 1n a nearly 
perfect immiscible displacement. Hence, the concentration gradient 
in a phase is so small that the effect of dispersion (numerical and 
physical) is not emphasized. 
Composition routes, saturation and composition profiles 
are shown in Figs. 4.3-3 --- 4.3-10. 
Digressing slightly from dispersion, Figs. 4.3-11 ---
4.3-14 show production rate histories. The decane production rate 
starts oscillating shortly after the beginning of production and 
continues unt ii methane breaks through. This phenomenon can be 
explained by noting that there are exactly the same number of 
oscillations peaks as the number of grid blocks (in this case 40). 
Consider the composition route and the grid system 
simultaneously. Methane is injected into the first block (the 
composition is moving from the initial condition toward the 
injection condition ), and, after a short while, the first block 
composition goes into the two phase region. This causes the 
evolution of gas phase accompanied with sudden volume increase, 
since we assumed the instantaneous local thermodynamic equilibrium 
(assumption 8). The first peak of the decane production rate was 
made by this volume change which was actually a. pressure change. 
Remember, the production rate was the bottom hole pressure 
specified. Then the same process will take place in the second 
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b Jock and so on. 
43.3 Results and Discussions for the Large lnterphase 
Nass-Transfer Case 
For these runs, the displacing fluid was enriched by 
increasing the fraction of the intermediate component (butane). 
Chaudhar1's technique failed here because of a saturation 
error due to the instabillty caused by the negative dispersion 
coefficient (as mentioned in the previous section, this run could be 
completed by adding large amount of physical dispersivity, Npep = 80, 
although it ts not presented here). 
Fig. 4.3-15 shows the composition routes for 
single-point, ·composition 2-Poine, and ·All 2-Poini- schemes. Both 
two-point schemes are indistinguishable on this diagram, while the 
single-point upstream weighting is obviously different. 
The saturation profiles are shown in Fig. 4.3-16. The gas 
phase front moved fastest in the ·A11 2-Poini- and slowest in the 
single-point scheme. The osci 1 lat ions in this f1gure are caused by 
the artificial naming of phases (near the critical composition, 
infinitesimal changes of composition affect the name of the phase). 
In this case, the composition route goes through the vicinity of the 
plait point (which actually doesn't exist in this system), where the 
compositions of gas and oil coincide, hence, the flash calculation 
becomes very difficult. 
Figs. 4.3-17 --- 4.3-18 present the composition proff1es 
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of each component. The single-point upstream weighting shows the 
most smeared front since the concentration gradient 1n a phase is 
larger than in the previous case where the phase composftfon was 
almost constant. This large concentration gradient magnifies the 
effect of numerical dispersion. On the other hand, both two-point 
schemes have identically sharp fronts, but they can be discriminated 
behind the front. 
Insight from the method of characteristics [H 1, G2, G4, 
Ll, Cl] enables us to imagine the features of the exact solution. 
From the initial condition (see Fig. 4.3-15), the composition route 
jumps into the two phase region along a tie line extension as a 
shock (Point A). Then it follows one of the non tie line paths 
where the velocity should be almost constant [Ct], finally, from 
Point B, one tie line path will be chosen, which leads to the 
injection condition, and along which the velocity may be varying. 
The difference between the two-point upstream weighting schemes 
should be because of the evaluation of velocity, since the 
composition routes are basically the same. 
The solutions may be compared to the method of 
characteristics solution to decide which scheme should be chosen. 
However, remember that the ideal mixing has not been assumed 
owing to the usage of the equation of state. Hence, a quite 
generalized method of characteristics which doesn't assume zero 
volume change upon mixing has to be prepared. This is beyond the 
scope of this study. Fig. 4.3-20 shows the recovery history of 
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decane. There is a small discrepancy between the two-point 
schemes. 
The product ion rate histories are shown in F1gs. 4.3-21 
and 4.3-22. Notice that the amplitude of the oscillation is smaller 
than the previous case (Figs. 4.3-11 --- 4.3-14). This is because the 
composition difference between the oil and gas phases becomes 
smaller and smaller as the composition route moves toward the 
injection condition (recall the injection composition is very close to 
the critical composition). Therefore, the volume change noted above 
decreases. Further, note that the composition route of the 
two-point schemes locates outside of that of single-point scheme, 
consequently the amplitude of the fluctuation is smaller. 
Finally, as mentioned in Sec. 3.1.2, the effect of the 
neglected term in physical dispersion expression was investigated. 
Run •2.a is exactly the same as •2.7 except for a small Inputted 
physical disperstvity C0.01 ft/day). The ratio of v(~jxji) and 
-(~jxji)/pf vpj was calculated and plotted in Fig. 4.3-23. The error 
ts very large at several point, but fortunately the positions of these 
error peaks do not coincide with the peaks of the net flux (Ffg. 
4.3-24) and the dispersive accumulation ratio (Fig. 4.3-25). 
Therefore, the effect was fairly small in this case, and this 
assumption may be valid generally. However, Chaudharl's technique 
was discarded and there ts no reason to neglect this term. In this 
study, 1t remains neglected, but 1t may be desirable to be 
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implemented for completeness. 
4 4 2-D Areal Runs CCJass-3) for the Study of Grid Orientation 
Effects 
4 41 Description of Runs 
Todd et al. mentioned in their paper [T 4) that two-point 
upstream weighting successfully reduced grid orientation effects for 
various mobility ratios in the range from 0.5 (favorable) to 1 O 
(adverse) by increasing the number of grid blocks . (If it is true, it 
means that grid orientation effects are mainly the products of 
numerical dispersion.) However, Coats et a1. [C8] pointed out that a 
finite difference solution could converge to two different results, 
which depend on the grid system, and it could not be remedied by 
adding grid blocks. Aziz and Settari [A2] summarized that grid 
orientation effects would not be a result of truncation error alone, 
but would be the combined effect of truncation error and 
preferential flow along grid lines. Yanosik and McCracken [Y 1] 
demonstrated the efficiency of a nine-point finite difference scheme, 
simulating mobi1ity ratios up to 50. Their simulator was not 
compositional ; hence, a miscible d1placement was expressed by 
adjusting a fractional flow curve. They concluded that the two-point 
upstream weighting w1th a five point finite difference scheme might 
be sufficient for an unfavorable mobi1ity ratio immiscible 
displacement, but it would fai1 to simulate an unfavorable miscible 
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displacement. Also, a certain amount of numerical d1spersion would 
be required near the displacement fronts to stabilize the solution. 
Young [Y4] studied the same kind of problem by a finite element 
simulator with physical dispersion. He also showed an attractive 
result. 
This subsection presents the degree of gr1d or1entation 
effects with two-point upstream weighting for a favorable and an 
unfavorable first-contact miscible (FCM) displacement, in which the 
mobility ratio ts simply the viscosity ratio. Oecane was injected 
into a methane reservoir to get a favorable initial mobility ratio of 
0.088. The reverse process was done to realize an adverse initial 
mobllity ratio of 11.4. Physical dispersion was set to zero, unless 
otherwise noted. 
The grid systems are given in Table 4.4-1, where 7x7 
and 10x10 system was used for diagonal runs and parallel runs, 
respectively. 
In this class, one letter CA or B) will appear between 
the class number (3) and the sequential run number. ·A· indicates 
adverse mobility ratio runs, and ·a· shows favorable mobllity ratio 
runs. And an odd sequential number corresponds to a diagonal run 
(7x7), while a parallel run ( 10x10) has an even sequential number. 
4.4.2 Results and Discussions 
Only two runs were made for a favorable mobility ratio, 
FCM displacement. Single-point upstream weighting was used in both 
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runs, and yet it was sufficient. 
Ftg. 4.4-1 shows the decane mole fraction contours at 
0.4 DPV injected. The production rate histories are shown in Fig. 
4.4-2. From the view point of grid orientation effects, the 
discrepancy shown in these figures is tolerable. However, the 
mixing zone is spread out by numerical dispersion. This ts shown in 
Fig. 4.4-2 as a gradual break through of decane. As a result, the 
recoveries show little difference, and there is no obvious break off 
point on both curves {Fig. 4.4-3). 
As a good contrast with these runs, the adverse 
mobility ratio simulation with single-point scheme shows terrible 
results. Methane mole fraction contours are shown in Fig. 4.4-4. 
Methane breakthrough has already occured in the parallel grid 
system, while it is still on the way in the diagonal system. Fig. 
4.4-5 shows completely different production histories. The mobility 
ratio may be considered as a velocity ratio. The mechanism of how 
the mobility ratio affects grid orientation is not explicit ; however, 
the velocity dependent dispersion coefficients {both physical and 
numerical ) should play an important role. 
Two-point upstream .weighting shows essentially the 
same failure. In Fig. 4.4-6, methane fronts have not reached the 
production well yet, and the mixing zones are smaller than the 
single-point runs, but the disagreement of solutions . is still striking. 
Sharper breakthrough curves are shown in Fig. 4.4-7. 
Here again, as was done in Sec. 4.2.2, Chaudhari's time 
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truncation cancellation including the off-diagonal elements of the 
numerical dispersion tensor and two-point upstream weighting were 
combined. The results are shown in Figs. 4.4-8 and 4.4-9. There is 
little improvement observed. The 10 1' 11ne of the methane contour 
for the diagonal system went forward slightly. Conversly, to make 
matters worse, small fluctuations of the production rate occured 
especially in the parallel system. Probably, a smaller time step 
size is required to eliminate these fluctuations. 
To reduce the time truncation error, another alternative 
approach was taken, by simply using a smaller time step size, one 
fifth of the previous runs, with pure two-point upstream weighting. 
The results (Figs. 4.4-1 O and 4.4-11) are very similar to the 
combined method mentioned above. A comparison of recovery 
histories shows that, by the reduction of time step size, in other 
words by the diminution of time truncation error, the two recovery 
curves became closer, but the improvement is very small. 
From these results and the discussion of Aziz and 
Settari [A2], grid orientation effects may exist even if an 
impractically large number of grid blocks and small time step sizes 
are used for five-point finite difference method. 
Finally, one more attempt was made to further 
investigate the nature of grid orientation effects. The following 
argument was given by Russell and Wheeler [E 1]. 
Neglecting time truncation error, the numerical 




,where h =AX= AV. 
(4.4.2-1) 
From Eqs. 3.1.2-2a --- 3.1.2-2c, the phys1ca1 dispersion 
tensor may be given as : 
(ocljcos2e+octjsin2e) (oclj-octj)cosesine 
rjP = luj I 1c+sj> (4.4.2-2) 
(oc1 roct j)cosesine (oc1 jsin2a+oct jcos2e) 
,where e 1s the angle between uj and the X-ax1s, and molecular 
diffusion was neglected. This e is changing along the stream lines; 
however, considering the shortest stream line (straight line) between 
the 1njector and the producer, e becomes constant and equal to 
zero or TT/2 for the parallel grid system, and equal to TT/4 for the 
diagonal grid system. Therefore, along these shortest stream lines, 
numerical dispersivity may be expressed 1n terms of the physical 
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dispersiv1ty as : 
oc1 j = h I 2 oc1 j = 0 





Thus, if these dispersfvittes are Inputted as negative numbers, the 
numerical dispersion effect, including the change of principal flow 
axes, should be cancelled along the shortest stream lines. 
To check th1s, Run •JA 13 and 14 were made assuming 
a longitudinal physical dispersivity of 5.0 ft, and a transverse 
physical disperstvtty of 1.0 ft. (Note that the actual inputted values 
are oc1 = 0, oct = 1.0 for the parallel system and oc1 = 1.46, oct = -2.54 
for the diagonal system, stnce ·h· equals 1 o ft In these cases. 
Further note that the single-point scheme had to be used.) Methane 
mole fraction contours are shown In Fig. 4.4-13. The leading edges 
( 1 o X 11ne) became closer around the diagonal (the shortest stream 
line) compared to the previous runs. But the regions far from the 
diagonal do not show any Improvement since no adjustment was 
made for these parts. Fig. 4.4-14 shows the production rate 
histories. The agreement of the breakthrough tfme of methane ts 
not so bad, but after the breakthrough, the discrepancy ts stl 11 
obvious. 
It should be noted that, fn a parallel grfd system, the 
numerical dispersion along the shortest stream 11ne _ expressed as EQ. 
4.4.2-3 can be cancelled by two-point upstream weighting. Also, the 
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effect of preferential flow 1s sma11 s1nce the princ1pa1 flow axes 
coincide wlth the coordinate axes. Therefore, the results from a 
parallel grid system with two-point upstream weighting are more 
practical and realtstic than those from a diagonal system, although 
they still contain some error from the region far from the shortest 
stream line. The motivation of the use of curvilinear grid system 
[H2, R2] may be understood from these facts. For an ordinary 
five-point finite difference simulator, the use of a parallel grid 
system with two-point upstream weighting may be recommended, but 




Hydrocarbon Component Data and Water Properties 
Water dens1ty Clb-moles/ft3) 
Water compress1b111ty Cps1- l) 
Water molar we1ght 
Water v1scos1ty Ccp) 
Cr1t1cal Propert1es 
Press. Temp. Vol. Mol. 
Comoonent Cos la) Jfil_ ill3 /lb.moll Wejoht 
C02 1071 548 1.50 44.0 
C1 673 343 1.59 16.0 
C4 551 765 4.08 58.1 
C10 306 1115 9.66 142.3 
3.467 


















































Reservoir (Sllm Tube) Description for 







Rock compressibility (psi-1) 
Temperature (F) 
Initial water saturation (fraction) 
Class-1 and Class-2 
Class-4 (secondary) 
(tertiary) 
















1400 --- 2400 
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TABLE 4.2-2 
Material Balance Errors(~) for Class-1 Runs 
(abstracted from Appendix-C) 
The global material balance errors were calculated as : 
,where 
w1i initial-in-place of component i 
NJi cumulative injection of component 
Npi cumulative product ion of component 





Two-point 0.234x 1 o-5 0.234x 1 o-5 0.309x 1 o-5 
500 
0.234xto-5 
(butane-1) Scheme (butane- I ) (butane-1 ) (butane-1 ) 
Chaudhari 0.604x 10- 1 
(butane-1) 






Displaced and Displacing Fluid Composition 
for Class-2 Runs 




Displacing Fluid Composition (mole fractions) 
Small lnterphase Mass-Transfer Case 
0.9 
0.1 






Relative Permeability Functions for Class-2 Runs 
s 1 +BG-R 
K = (1 - e-AG·R)·K + e-AG·R. K . { g \ 
rg rg ro1w \ J 
1 - s w 
S l+BO·R 
K = (1 - e-AO·R)·K + e-AO·R. K . ( o ) ro ro ro1w 
1 - Swr 
R=a/a * 
* 2.0 a = 5wr = 0.0 Sgr = 0.0 
Sorg= 0.2 Kroiw = l .O AG= ·t.o 
BG= 2.0 AO= 1.0 BO= 2.0 
EG = 2.0 EOG= 2.5 
TABLE 4.4-1 
Reservoir Description for Class-3 Runs 





Permeabi I ity (md) 
Porosity (fraction) 
Rock compressibi 1 ity (psi- 1) 
Temperature (F) 
Initial water saturation (fraction) 











TABLE 4.4-1 (Continued) 





Permeab i Ii ty (md) 
Porosity (fraction) 
Rock compressibility (psi-1) 
Temperature (F) 
Initial water saturation (fraction) 




the same as 



























l!I l!I ID RUN l1.1(DTD-0.8DXD) 
I 11.2( 0.4 ) 
• • • 11. 3( o. 2 ) 
>C M M 11. 4( 0. 1 ) 
0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 
DIMENSIONLESS DISTANCE 
Fig. 4.2-1 Concentration profiles for Runs• 1.1 ---1.4 
(all 40 G.B.) at 0.4 DPV. 
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l!I !I II RUN 11. 4(20 G. B.) 
11.5(40 G.B.) 
at e e 11. 1(80 G. B.) 
o. 20 o. 40 o. 80 o. 80 1. 00 
DIMENSIONLESS DISTANCE 
Fig. 4.2-2 Concentration profiles for Runs" 1.4 --- 1.6 
(all .6t0-0.1.6Xo> at 0.4 DPV. 
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+---t--+ RUN #1. 7 (1-PT.) 
e e e #1. 8 (2-PT.) 
X X X #1.9 (CHAUDHARI) 
B' 
0.20 0.40 O.BO 0.80 1. 00 
Fig. 4.2-3 
DIMENSIONLESS DISTANCE 
Concentration profiles for Runs" 1.7 --- 1.9 











0.10 e e 
e 
1 /Npep = 1 /500 
1 /Npe N = 1 /88.89 
1 /Npe T = 1 /75.47 


















0.01 0.01 1.00 1 • 10. H.00 H.91 H.H 
Fig. 4.2-4 Profile probability paper plot for Run* 1.7 




1 /Npep = 1 /500 

















0.01 0.01 1.00 10. 20. 30.40.so.so.10. ao. 10. H.00 H.11 9 .H 
Fig. 4.2-5 Profile probability paper plot for Run• 1.8 
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0.00 -4-~--~----~-----1~----................ ---................. -+~.--~-----~---~+-
o. 01 0. 09 1. 00 
Fig. 4.2-6 
10. 20. 30.40.so.so.10. ao. 90. H.00 H.91 H.H 
Profile probabi I ity paper plot for Run• 1.9 










----+ RUN 11. a (2-PT.) 
e e 11. 9 (CHAUDHARI) • 
c 
0.20 0.40 0.80 0.80 1.00 
DIMENSIONLESS DISTANCE 









+-__.~--+I RUN 11. 8 (2-f'T.) 
e e 11. I (CHAUDHARl) 
. 
--1-~~~--~~~--~~~--r~~~--.r--~~~,..---
10. 00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1. 00 
DIMENSIONLESS DISTANCE 
Fig. 4.2-8 Dispersive accumulation ratio profiles for 
Runs• 1.8 and 1.9 at 0.4 DPV. 
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+ + + RUN #1. 15 (2-PT.) 
e e e #1. 17 (CHAUDHARI) 
0.20 0.40 0.80 0.80 1. 00 
Fig. 4.2-9 
DIMENSIONLESS DISTANCE 
Concentrat 1 on prof 11 es for Runs " 1. 15 and 1. 17 











0.10 CD CD 
1 /N p = 1 /80 pe 








0.01 0.09 1.00 10. 20. 30.40.so.10.10. ao. to. H. 00 H. 91 9 . H 
F1g. 4.2-10 Proflle probability paper plot for Run• 1.17 













1/N p = 1/80 pe 

















o.oo -+=~--~-----~---+---~ .................................... ~--+---~--..--~--~-+-
0.01 O.Ot 1.00 10. 20. :so.4o.so.ao.7o. ao. to. H. 00 H. 91 t . H 
Fig. 4.2-11 Proftle probability paper plot for Run• 1.15 








+ + RUN #1. 11 (2-PT.) 
e e #1.1a (CHAUDHARI) 
0.20 0.40 0.80 0.80 1. 00 
DIMENSIONLESS DISTANCE 
F1g. 4.2-12 Concentration proflles for Runs,. 1.16 and 1.18 












1 /N p = 1 /20 pe 
1 /Npe act = 1 /21.98 
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0. 01 0. 01 1 • 00 10. 20. 30.40.so.ao.10. ao. 10. 91. 00 19. 91 I . 99 
Fig. 4.2-13 Profile probabi11ty paper plot for Run• 1.16 
(two-point) at 0.4 DPV. 
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1 /N p = 1/20 pe 


















o.oo -+-~--~---~9-----~+--.-.----......-......... ._...._.... ......... -+--..--~-------.----+-
0.01 O.Ot 1.00 10. 20. 30.40.50.10.10. ao. to. H. 00 99. 91 t . H 
Fig. 4.2-14 Profile probability paper plot for Run .. 1.18 








• • 11 2-PT. (RUN IL a. 1 s. 11) 
.-----!~--+I CHAUDHARI ( 11. 9. 17. 11) 
0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 o.os 
PHYSICAL (INPUT) 
Fig. 4.2-15 Comparison of physical(input) and actuaHoutput) 
dimensionless dispersivity ( 1 /Npe> for Runs 






EXACT SOLUTION (T-0.4 PY) 
+--+---+ RUN #1. 12 (1-PT.) 
e • ·e- • e #1. 13 (2-PT.) 
>t- >t- X #1. 14 (CHAUDHARI) 
EXACT SOLUTION (T-0.8 PY) 
V--¥--.Jf RUN #1. 12 (1-PT.) 
• • .... - • #1. 13 (2-PT.) 
~ ~ Z #1. 14 (CHAUDHARI) 
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0.20 0.40 0.80 0.80 1. 00 
Fig. 4.2-16 
DIMENSIONLESS DISTANCE 
Concentration profiles (slug) for Runs• 1.12 --- 1.14 
at 0.4 and 0.8 DPV (Npep = 200). 
0 
0 
• - EXACT SOLUTION 
+--+--+ RUN f1. 12 (1-PT.) 
e - -e- - e 11. 13 (2-PT.) 
>f- >f- X #1. 14 (CHAUDHAR.I) 
0.84 0.98 1. 12 1.28 1. 40 
DIMENSIONLESS TIME (PV) 
F1g. 4.2-17 Effluent h1stor1es for Runs • 1.12 --- 1.14 








..-.--ii-----++ RUN 11. 13 (2-PT.) 
e e e 11. 14 (CHAUDHARI) 
0.20 0.40 0.80 0.80 1. 00 
DIMENSIONLESS DISTANCE 
Fig. 4.2-18 Net flux profiles for Runs• 1.13 and 1.14 










EXACT SOLUTION . 
+ +RUN #1.10 (2-PT.) 
e e #1.11 (2-PT.~ C.TIME) 
0.28 0.36 0.44 0.52 0.60 
DIMENSIONLESS DISTANCE 
Fig. 4.2-19 Concentration profiles for Runs " 1. 1 O and 1.11 













1 /Npep = 1 /500 








0. 01 o. 01 1. 00 10. 20. l0.40.50.80.70. 10. 10. H.00 11.119 .H 
Fig. 4.2-20 Profile probability paper plot for Run" 1.10 












I /Npep = I /500 
I /Npe act = 1I198.47 
o.oo -+-~--~----~---+--~"'P""r'T"'T"'lr"T'T'"'P""r'"T'""l"---+---~---r'~--~-+-
o. 01 0. 01 1. 00 10. 20. l0.40.so.so.10. ao. 10. H.00 H.111 .H 
F1g. 4.2-21 Prof11e probab111ty paper plot for Run" 1.11 
(two-potnt plus Chaudharl's t1me treatment) 




TEW'. 200 (f') 
PRESS. 1500 (PSIA) 
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Fig. 4.3-1 Ternary diagram for methane-butane-decane 
system at 1500 psia and 200 F. 
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0 
0 . ... 
. 
0 
l!I II IJ l<RG ( IFT • 0.0 DYNE/CM) 
I l<RO ( o.o ) 
Gt • e l<RG ( 0.5 ) 
)C M K l<RO ( 0.5 ) 
A 6 6 l<RG ( 4.0 ) 
y ¥ Y l<RO ( 4.0 ) 
0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1. 00 
GAS SATURATION 
Fig. 4.3-2 Gas-oil relative permeability functions 
for Class-2 runs. 
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Fig. 4.3-3 Composition route for Run" 2.1 (single-point) 








TEMP. 200 (F) 





Fig. 4.3-4 Composition route for Run• 2.2 ("Comp. 2-Point") 
at 0.6 DPV. 
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TEMP. 200 ( F) 





Fig. 4.3-5 Composition route for Run• 2.3 ("All 2-POint") 








TEMP. 200 (F) 





Fig. 4.3-6 Composition route for Run" 2.4 ("Chaudhari") 












II l!I II RUN #2. 1 ( 1-PT.) 
#2.2(COMP.2-PT.) 
• e e #2.J(ALL 2-PT.) 
:M M )( #2. ·H CHAUDHARI) 
0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1. 00 
DIMENSIONLESS DISTANCE 
. Fig. 4.3-7 Oil saturation profiles for Runs• 2.1 --- 2.4 










I! !I m RUN f2.1(1-PT.) 
+ f2.2(COMP.2-PT.) 
e • e #2.J(All 2-PT.) 
>C M )( #2.4(CHAUDHARI) 
0.20 0.40 0.80 0.80 1. 00 
DIMENSIONLESS DISTANCE 
Fig. 4.3-8 Overall methane mole fraction profiles for Runs 












I! m RUN #2.1(1-PT.) 19 
t- 112. 2(COMP. 2-PT.) 
~ e f> #2.J(ALL 2-PT.) 
>E ~ )( 112. 4 ( CHAUDHARI) 
0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1. 00 
DIMENSIONLESS DISTANCE 
Fig. 4.3-9 Overall butane mole fraction profiles for Runs 
" 2. 1 --- 2.4 at 0.6 DPV. 











l!i---81!9---1!1 RUN #2. 1 ( 1-PT.) 
I #2.2(COMP.2-PT.) 
&e--4!e~-e> #2. 3(ALL 2-PT.) 
>E,._-~)(~~>< #2. 4 ( CHAUOHARI) 
0
0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1. 00 
DIMENSIONLESS DISTANCE 
F1g. 4.3-1 O Overall decane mole fraction proflles for Runs 






























00. 00 0. 20 o. 40 o. 60 o. 80 1. 00 
DIMENSIONLESS TIME (PV) 
Fig. 4.3-11 Methane and decane production rate history for 
























~...-~~~--~~~--~~~~--~~~ ....... )---~~---~--0 I I I I I 
0.00 0.20 0.40 0.80 0.80 1.00 
DIMENSIONLESS TIME (PV) 
F1g. 4.3-12 Methane and decane production rate history for 
Run • 2.2 ("Comp. 2-Point"). 
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DIMENSIONLESS TIME (PV) 
F1g. 4.3-13 Methane and decane product1on rate history for 
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0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1. 00 
DIMENSIONLESS TIME ( PV) 
F1g. 4.3-14 Methane and decane production rate history for 
Run " 2.4 ("Chaudhari'"). 





ROUTE Injection condition 
C10 
"Comp. 2-Point" 





TEMP. 200 (F') 
PRESS. 1500 (PSIA) 
Fig. 4.3-15 Composition routes for Runs" 2.5 --- 2.7 













I ll 11 
I II , 1 
I l 1 
1 1 
I ty ·comp. 2-Potnt· 
I I I I I . 
1 ' r ,__ "Al J 2 p . t· I \ I /I / . - om 
I I 
I I I \, 
I I I I 
I 11 ! 
11 a m RUN f 2. 5 ( 1 -PT. ) 
+--+--+ 12. 8(Cotil'. 2-PT.) 
- - e 12. 7(ALL 2-PT.) 
"Single-Poine 
0. 12 0.24 0.36 0.48 0.60 
DIMENSIONLESS DISTANCE 
F1g. 4.3-16 Oil saturation profiles for Runs# 2.5 --- 2.7 










-m --1!!1--l!l RUN f2. 5 ( 1-PT. ) 
+----4~--+t f2. 8 (COMP. 2-PT.) 
•9--t911----4Je f2. 7(ALL 2-PT.) 
0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1. 00 
DIMENSIONLESS DISTANCE 
Fig. 4.3-17 Overall methane mole fraction profiles for 










1!!1 !I !I RUN 12. 5 ( 1-PT. ) 
+---..----+ 12. 8(COMP. 2-PT.) 
e 12.7(ALL 2-PT.) 
0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1. 00 
DIMENSIONLESS DISTANCE 
Fig. 4.3-18 Overall butane mole fraction profiles for Runs 



















0 II l!I ---11 RUN #2. 5(1-PT.) ----+ #2. 8(COMP. 2-PT.) 
._--4~--ee f2. 7(ALL 2-PT.) ~ e 
0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1. 00 
DIMENSIONLESS DISTANCE 
Fig. 4.3-19 Overall decane mole fraction profiles for Runs 



























-m--a--1!1 RUN #2. S(1~T.) 
I f2.8(COMP.2~T.) 
-e--e--e f2. 7(ALL 2~T.) 
-------------~------------------
0 o. o o 0.30 0.60 0.90 1.20 1. so 
DIMENSIONLESS TIME(PV) 
Fig. 4.3-20 Decane recovery history for Runs • 2.5 --- 2.7. 
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0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1. 00 
DIMENSIONLESS TIME (PV) 
Fig. 4.3-21 Methane and decane production rate history 
for Run• 2.5 (single-point). 
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DIMENSIONLESS TIME (PV) 
Fig. 4.3-22 Methane and decane production rate history 




















l 0. 00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1. 00 
DIMENSIONLESS DISTANCE 
Fig. 4.3-23 Ratio of V(~jxji) and - (~jxji)/pj Vpj for 
Run " 2.8 at 0.4 DPV. 
T ~ 
0 ,• _o 
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0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 
DIMENSIONLESS DISTANCE 
Fig. 4.3-24 Methane net flux proflle for Run• 2.8 
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DIMENSIONLESS DISTANCE 
Fig. 4.3-25 Methane dispersive accumulation ratio for 
Run • 2.8 at 0.4 DPV. 
-
,__ . 
I · parallel 
diagonal 
Fig. 4.4-1 Decane mole fraction contours for 
Runs " 38. 1 and 38.2 (single-point) 
at 0.4 DPV CM = 0.088). 
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0.24 0.48 0.72 0.96 , . 20 
DIMENSIONLESS TIME(PV) 
II !I m RUN 138.1 (1-PT.7X7) C1 
........ ---11"-----++ C10 
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Flg. 4.4-2 Methane and decane production rate histories 
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-
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Fig. 4.4-4 Methane mole fraction contours for Runs 
• 3A 1 and 3A2 (single-point) at 0.4 DPV 
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Fig. 4.4-5 Methane and decane production rate histories 
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Fig. 4.4-6 Mehtane mole fraction contours for Runs 
• 3A3 and 3A4 (two-point) at 0.4 DPV 
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Ffg. 4.4-7 Methane and decane productfon rate hfstorfes 
for Runs • 3A.3 and 3A.4. 
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Fig. 4.4-9 Methane and decane production rate histories 
for Runs• 3A.9 and 3A 10. 
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Fig. 4.4-10 Methane mole fraction contours for Runs 
• 3A 11 and 3A 12 (small L>.t) at 0.4 DPV 
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Fig. 4.4-11 Methane and decane production rate histories 
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• 3A 13 and 3A 14 (0<.t = 5.0 ft, 0<.tp = 1.0 ft) 
(parallel --- 0<.1 input = o, 0<.t input = 1.0 ft) 
(diagonal -- 0<.1 input = 1.46 , 0<.t input = -2.54) 
0 
0 . 
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Fig. 4.4-14 Methane and decane production rate histories 
for Runs• 3A 13 and 3A 14. 
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CHAPTER V 
APPLICATION RUN RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The importance of numerical dispersion reduction tn the 
miscible displacements was well recognized through the simple test 
runs described 1n the previous chapter. This chapter presents the 
results of runs which are a 11ttle bit more realistic than the test 
runs. 
The applfcation runs also consist of three classes of 
runs. Class-4 runs are a series of slim tube displacements to 
investigate the minimum miscibility pressure (t11P), simultaneous 
injection of solvent and water, and slug process followed by water. 
Class-5 runs and Class-6 runs are 2-D areal, and 2-D 
cross-sectional displacements, respectively. Run-statictics and 
specifications are listed in Appendix-D. 
5. I General Remarks 
In addition to the remarks listed in Sec. 4.1, the 
following are valid through this chapter. 
( 1) The ·All 2-Poine scheme ts used consistently, unless 
otherwise mentioned. Theoretically, ·An 2-Poine scheme 
should be better than the ·composition 2-Potne which 
treats only mole fractions as second-order correct. 
However, the two-point upstream weighted relative 
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permeab111t1es have some hazardous aspects as descr1bed 
in the or1gtnal paper [T 4]. For example, suppose we are 
simulating a first-contact miscible displacement followed 
by water. There are three grid blocks (i-1, 1, 1+ 1), and the 
(i-1) th grid contains 100 X water (all hydrocarbons are 
displaced, Krw = 1.0) wh11e the (i) th grid still has a 
finite hydrocarbon saturation (0 < Krw < 1.0). The (i+ 1) th 
grid has residual water saturation <t<rw '"'0.0 ). Then, the 
extrapolated value of water relative permeability at the 
(i+ 1 /2) face may become negative, and must be reset to 
the smallest adjacent value (the downstream value in this 
case) by the constraint Eq.(3.2.2-3). If this situation 
occurs, water can never flow into the (i+ 1) th grid from 
the (i) th grid. This is, of course, incorrect, but its also 
an extreme case. If this kind of phenomena were to be 
met frequently in practical simulation runs, the use of 
the ·An 2-Point" scheme becomes questionable. To check 
thts, ·All 2-Poine was used extensively (the water 
conservation equation is also treated by two-point 
upstream weighting). 
(2) Forty (40) grid blocks are always used for 1-D runs. 
(3) Solvent ts always co2, and the displaced fluid, oil, has 




(4) Recovery of component is calculated as: 
Recovery = (moles produced) I 
(moles inplace when flood started) 
Hence, recovery in a tertiary flood is a fraction of 
waterflood residual. 
5.2 tf1P, WAG, and SLUG Runs CClass-4) 
5.2.1 Description of Runs 
The run-numbering convention 1s slightly more 
comp11cated in th1s class ; . therefore, it wlll be given first. The 
first digit, which indicates the class number as usual, will be 
followed by two letters. The first letter will be "S" or "T". ·s· 
refers to a secondary displacement, and ·r means a tertiary 
displacement. The second letter will be "A", "B", ·c·, ·o·, "E", "F", 
and "K". The letters from ·A" to "F" indicate the volume fraction of 
water in the displacing fluid at reservoir condition. ·A" refers to 
pure solvent injection and "F" is pure water injection, that is, 
waterflooding. "B", "C", and "E" indicates 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 
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water volume, respectively. "K. is something special, it means pure 
solvent injection with single-point upstream weighting. Finally, the 
run-number ends with a digit, varying from ·1· to ·5·, wh1ch 
represents the run pressure, 1400, 1600, 1700, 1800, 2000, and 
2400 psia, respectively. For example, ·4ro5· describes a run which 
is tertiary, simultaneous injection of solvent and water (0.6 volume 
fraction), and is conducted at 2000 psia. Besides these, there are 
several slug runs which have run-number of ·4sLG2· type, and Table 
5.2-1 shows the summary of run-numbering for Class-4 runs. 
The reservoir system (slim tube) is exactly the same as 
Class-1 and Class-2 runs (Table 4.2.-1). 
There are three reasons for Class-4 runs. The first one 
is to investigate the effect of dispersion on MMP. ALL Class-4 runs 
were made without physical dispersion, but the effect of nemerical 
dispersion will be presented. Second, the effect of mobile water 
phase on MMP will be described. The simulator has neither the 
capability of modeling the water solubility of solvent nor the water 
blocking phenomenon. Therefore, only the effect of the hydrodynamics 
of the flowing water phase can be studied. The final purpose is to 
compare the efficiency of various slug sizes under the developed 
miscib1Hty. The MMP and the effective slug size will be used for 
Class-5 and Class-6 runs. 
5.2 2 Three Phase Relative Permeabi1fty Functions 
Coats [C9] and Nghiem et al. [N2] proposed three-phase 
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relative permeability functions which were basically based on 
Stone's model. They treated gas-on relative permeabilities as 
functions of saturations and interfacial tension (see Table 4.3-2), 
and combined them with fixed water-oil relative permeabllity curves 
to produce three-phase relative permeability functions. 
However, this treatment is not consistent. Suppose that 
a grid glock contains water and a fluid, named 011 under this 
particular condition, whose composition is very close to. the plait 
point composition, and its saturation is at the residual to water, 
Sorw *. This fluid, on, could never flow out from this block as long 
as fixed on-water relative permeability curves are used. However, 
this fluid might be renamed as gas by an infinitesimal pressure 
change. At this moment, The fluid, gas, could start moving, since 
the residual saturation of gas to water is usually less than that of 
on. In other words, the relative permeability value for this fluid 
would shift discontinuously from zero (on the oil · relative 
permeability curve of oil-water system) to a certain finite value 
(on the gas relative permeabllity curve of gas-on system). This 
discontinuous change is due to the fixed residual 011 saturation to 
water. 
To prevent this, the hydrocarbon residual saturation to 
water should continuously change from oil to gas, probably as a 
function of fluid composition. In this study, a simple cubic which is 
only a function of the tightest component mole fraction was used to 
connect Sorw • and Sgrw •. Actually, this connecting function should 
be a funct1on of total composition and capillary number. Perhaps 
phase density 1s a good candidate for the dependent variable. 
Fayers and Matthews [F2] mentioned that Stone's Method 
I, with an improved definition of Som• would be more accurate than 
the normalized Method 11. However, here Method 11 was used to 
combine Krog and Krow· A detailed description is given in Table 
5.2-2. These functions were used consistently through this chapter. 
5 2 3 Results and Discussions 
Our solvent cco2> and oil cc4-c 10> system is so simple 
that it is suitable for a ternary representation. Fig. 5.2-1 shows the 
two phase envelops for various pressures. The two phase region 
shrinks very rapidly as pressure increases because of the simplisity 
of the system. 
The definition of minimum miscibility pressure CMMP) and 
the correlations to estimate r-t1P have been appeared in many papers 
(83, H3, M2, Y2, H4, A 1 J, and summarized by Stalkup [53] and Klins 
[Kl]. For practical purposes, t11P may be roughly estimated by the 
break point in the recovery versus pressure curve as a result of a 
series of s11m tube experiment or simulation runs. On the other 
hand, theoretically t11P for a certain composition of on may be 
obtained from the critical tie line extension. Fig. 5.2-2 shows the 
tie line extensions at 1700 psia. MMP for all compositions on this 
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critical tie Hne extension (including our oil composition) should be 
1700 psia for co2 injection. 
Recovery versus pressure plots were made from the 
results of 4SA and 4SK runs (Fig. 5.2-3). Remember that these runs 
were pure co2 injection without water, and single-point upstream 
weighting was used in 4SK runs while 4SA runs adopted two-point 
upstream weighting. 4SA runs show a clear break point around 1600 
psia for both the butane and decane curves. This agrees fairly well 
with the estimation from the tie line extension. However, 4SK runs 
give gradually increasing curves and the break point is not obvious. 
Fig. 5.2-4 shows the composition routes for Run " 4SK3 and "4SA3 
( 1700 psia). The route for single-point upstream weighting goes 
deeply into the two-phase region because of large amount of 
numerical dispersion. The same tendency should be observed, when a 
physical dispersivity is used [G 1]. The reason for the curvature of 
the composition route of the two-point upstream weighting in one 
phase region is unknown. The decane recovery curve of the 4SA 
runs <Fig. 5.2-3) shows a sudden increase of recovery from 1800 psta 
to 2000 psia. This is due to the simplicity of the system. As 
shown in Ff g. 5.2-1, the two-phase region shrinks very first with 
pressure increases, and at 2000 psi a, this system is first-contact 
miscible (FCM). For a vaporizing-gas drive displacement, a small 
amount of liquid phase will be left behind the ·displacing front, 
which causes a s11ghtly tower recovery of the heavy component than 
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the FCM [S3]. Thus, the change from MCM {mult1ple-contact misc1ble, 
1800 psia) to FCM {2000 psia) produced a jump in the decane 
recovery. Figs. 5.2-5 and 5.2-6 show overall composition profiles of 
Run • 4SA4 { 1800 psi a) and • 4SA5 {2000 psi a). In Fig. 5.2-5, 
decane tail can be seen behind the front, but not in Fig. 5.2-6. 
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The results from the 4S {except for 4SK) and 4T runs 
are summarized in the recovery contour plots in Figs. 5.2-7 ---
5.2-10. In these figures, the horizontal axis shows the water 
volume fraction in the injection fluid, and the vertical axis 
indicates pressure. Therefore, the displacement mechanism is 
changing from IM {immiscible) to FCM, moving from the bottom to 
the top. The right most side corresponds to waterflooding while the 
left most s1de ts continuous co2 1nject1on w1thout water {Ftg. 5.2-3 
was made along this Hne). Thirty four {34) and thirty {30) data 
points were used for the 4S and 4T plots, respectively {Table 5.2-1 ). 
The recoveries were picked 1.2 displaceable pore volume was 
injected. 
Several observations may be made from these figures. 
First, in general, recovery fs very high since the system fs so 
simple. Second, the optimal water volume fraction is probably 0.8. 
This corresponds to a WAG ratio, WR, defined as Ow/Os, of 4. From 
the view point of conserving solvent, a combination of this value 
and t11P ( 1700 psi a) should be the best (marked as ·A. tn the 
figures). Remember that Sorw" (the initial residual oil saturation to 
water) was set to 0.3. Above this optimal water volume fraction of 
0.8, water moves faster than solvent (C02), and d1splace 011 
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immiscibly leaving water residual oil behind the front. Less than 
0.2 volume fraction of co2 would not be enough to recover this 
residual oil. Third, the characterist.ic shape of the contours is the 
same for the 45 and 4T runs except for the starting value of 
waterflood recovery. (Of course, zero for tertiary runs.) Fourth, and 
finally, the presence of the mobile water phase doesn't affect 
significantly the f1'1P. 
Tiffin and Yellig [T3] concluded from their experiments 
that the overall recovery and the mechanism of developing 
miscibility was basically the same for secondary and tertiary co2 
flood, however, the simultaneous injection of water with co2 in 
water-wet tertiary displacements trapped a significant amount of 
oil. Dai and Orr [01] showed the effect of dendritic and trapped 
fraction for secondary and tertiary floods from the results of their 
1-D simulator. These properties were also modeled by Chase and 
Todd [C21. At this time, these phenomena are neglected in our 
simulator, however, the basic observations agrees well with these 
authors. 
Several typical profile plots witt be demonstrated and 
explained briefly. Figs. 5.2-11 and 5.2-12 are the overall 
composition profiles of 4SK3 (single-point upstream weighting) and 
4SA3 (two-point upstream weighting). The front smeared by 
numerical d1spersfon is obvious in Fig. 5.2-11. 
Figs. 5.2-13 --- 5.2-24 are sets of profiles, saturations, 
overall compositions, and molar fluxes, of 4TB3, 4TD1, 4TD3, and 
4TD6 runs. The following can be observed from these plots. 
( 1) 4TB3 (water vol. frac. 0.2) and 4TD3 (water vol frac. 
0.6) Figs. 5.2-13 --- 5.2-15, 5.2-19 --- 5.2-21 
The size of the oil bank and its composition are 
almost the same. In 4TD3, water and co2 (gas) fronts 
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are moving together, while the water is slower than 
co2 in 4TB3. 4TD3 is more economical. 
(2) 4TD1 (IM) and 4TD3 (MCM) Figs.5.2-16---5.2-21. 
The on bank saturation is higher in 4TD3, since a 
larger amount of oil is left behind the displacing front 
in 4TD 1. Also, the composition profiles shows the 
amount of decane in the residual oi 1 is higher in 4TD 1. 
(3) 4TD3 (MCM) and 4TD6 (FCM) Figs. 5.2-19 --- 5.2-24 
All butane and decane were displaced; hence, the 
011 bank 1s larger 1n 4TD6. Moreover, the shape of oil 
bank looks stable, since the numerical solution itself is 
much easier in FCM. Fugacity constraints are not 
required because only one hydrocarbon phase exists. 
Fractional flow curves for this FCM system are shown fn 
Fig. 5.2-25. The oil bank saturation at -the leading edge 
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from this figure may be obtained as about 48 7'. This 
value well agrees the simulation result (Fig. 5.2-22). On 
the other hand, the trailing edge saturation from the 
fractional flow construction (60 7') is slightly lower than 
the value from Fig. 5.2-22 (65 7'). This is because the 
fractional flow construction assumes no mixing of oil 
and solvent, but our simulator doesn't. Hence, the 
composition of the trailing edge of the oil ·bank from 
the s1mulat1on result 1s almost pure co2. The location 
of oil bank can not be estimated from the fractional 
flow curve construction, because, as previously mentioned 
(Sec. 4.1 ), the definition of dimentionless time is not 
rigorous. 
Finally, this section presents the results of slug runs. 
A series· of slug runs was made for each secondary and tertiary 
case. A ftntte volume of solvent was chased by water at t11P ( 1700 
psta). The results are summarized tn Ftg. 5.2-26, whtch is the plots 
of dtsplacement efficiency, stnce the system ts one dtmenstonal and 
areal (EA) and vertical sweep efftctency <Ev> are untty. This figure 
shows the mtntmum slug stze requirement ts approximately 0.2 DPV 
for both the secondary and tertiary displacements. Figs. 5.2-27 and 
5.2-28 show the molar flux prof Hes for 4SLG 1 and 4SLG3 (both 
secondary). In Fig. 5.2-27, co2 was almost completely lost in the 
residual on phase and leaving the water to push the on immiscibly, 
while F1g. 5.2-28 shows a still moving co2 bank. The minimum 
requirement of solvent slug volume is related to the residual on 
saturation. 
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5 3 2-D Areal t:]CM Runs CClass-5) 
5 3 1 Description of Runs 
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The purpose of Class-5 runs is to investigate the effect 
of longitudinal and transverse dispersion on 2-D areal slug 
displacements. Oil and solvent compositions are exactly the same as 
1n the previous section (oil - c4 0.5999, c10 0.4, co2 0.0001, 
solvent - pure co2 ). The minimum miscibility pressure ( 1700 psia) 
from the stlm tube simulation in Sec. 5.2 was chosen for the bottom 
hole production pressure. This was to ensure a MCM displacement, 
and it was required since, as shown in Sec. 4.3.2, the dispersion 
effect is more important when interphase mass transfer is large. A 
homogeneous and isotropic reservoir was assumed; this is detailed 
in Table 5.3-1. A diagonal grid system was selected simply because 
it saves storage and computation time. Two sets of physical 
dispersivities (longitudinal and transverse) were used to model a 
relatively small dispersion case (Npe, 1 • 1000), and a fairly large 
dispersion case (Npe,l = 20). The ratio of longitudinal and transverse 
dispersivity was always kept constant at 10. 
Run-numbering is simple ; the class number (5) is 
followed by the sequential number. 
5 3 2 Results and Discussions 
This subsection presents a comparison of small and 
large dispersion runs through several types of contour plots. And 
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after this, the effect of slug size will be shown. 
A slug size of 0.2 DPV was chosen as a base case from 
the results of Sec. 5.2. Water was used as a driving fluid. Fig. 
5.3-1 shows the co2 dimensionless concentration (deffned as the 
concentration divided by the concentration of injected co2> contour 
at 0.5 DPV injected for the small dispersion case. Compare with 
Ffg. 5.3-2, a large dispersion case. The position of the peak 
concentration is the same ; however, the dilution of co2 bank is 
much more in the large dispersion case. The contours of net flux 
and dispersive accumulation ratio present the difference even more 
clearly (Figs. 5.3-3 --- 5.3-6). The definition of these terms were 
given in Sec. 4.2.2. Fig. 5.3-3 shows that co2 fs moving mainly 
along the diagonal (the shortest stream line) in a small dispersion 
case, while the large dispersion case shows more averaged 
movement. A comparison of dispersive accumulation ratio gives a 
more drastic contrast. In Fig. 5.3-5, the region where dispersive 
flux dominates is very compact, while the large dispersion case 
shows a wide band of dispersive flux dominated region CFig. 5.3-6). 
Note that, behind the bank, dispersive flux is very small since 
water is displacing co2 immiscibly. Fig. 5.3-7 and 5.3-8 shows 
water saturat 1on contours. 
F1nally, the recoveries as a funct1on or slug s1ze are 
shown in Fig. 5.3-9. The recovery from the large dispersion case is 
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about 5 percent Jower than the small dispersion case. This is 
because the dilution of the so1vent bank due to large dispersion 
reduced the effectiveness of the miscible displacement and caused a 
faster break through of co2. There 1s a peak 1n the recovery plots. 
although the location of the peak (optimum slug size) may be moved 
by the additional runs. This peak is a product of the displacement 
efficiency (Fig. 5.2-26) and the areal sweep efficiency which is 
probably a monotonica11y decreasing function of solvent slug size. 
From run experience , a very small time step size was 
required for the small dispersion case when the leading or trailing 
fronts of solvent was near the injection well block. The same was 
true for cross-sectional runs. (See Appendix-DJ It was very 
troublesome and expensive to select the time step size manually. 
An automatic time step selector should be required. 
5 4 2-0 Cross-sectional MCM Runs (Class-6) 
5 4 1 Description of Runs 
As for the Class-.5 runs, the study of the effect of 
longitudinal and transverse dispersion is the purpose of the Class-6 
runs ; however, the behavior fn the vertfcal direction wlll be 
emphasized using a cross-sectional model. 
The reservoir is isotropic, and contains two layers, the 
top of which is ffve times more permeable than the bottom one. A 
detailed description of the reservoir and the grid system (20x4) is 
given in Table 5.4-1 and Ffg. 5.4-1. The reservoir fluid (oil) and 
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solvent cco2> are exactly the same as the Class-5 runs. 
A large dispersion case (longitudinal dispersivtty = 5.0 ft, 
transverse dispersivity • 0.5 ft) and a small dispersion case (0.1 ft, 
0.01 ft respectively) were run using the same slug stze (0.2 DPV) 
followed by water. The bottom hole pressure of the upper most 
production well block was set to 1700 psta (t11P). These results 
w111 be compared with a waterflood case. 
The run-numbering convention ts the same as for the 
Class-5 runs ; the class number (6) is followed by a sequential 
number. 
5 4 2 Results and Discussions 
Remember, in Sec. 3.1.1, the suppression of viscous 
fingering was given as one of the favorable features of dispersion. 
A similar phenomenon will be shown by the results of Class-6 
runs. It probably should be called a suppression of macroscopic 
fingering or channelling. 
Figs. 5.4-2 and 5.4-3 show the co2 dimensionless 
concentration (defined tn Sec. 5.3-2) at 0.4 DPV injected for the 
small and large dispersion cases, respectively. The position of co2 
leading edge tn the upper layer is approximately the same, but the 
area of high concentration region is small in large dispersion case, 
since a large amount of co2 was moved into the lower layer by 
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transverse d1spersion. The movement of the co2 bank can be seen 
more clearly by net flux contours (Figs. 5.4-4 and 5.4-5). In the 
small dispersion case, co2 accumulation is mainly taking place in 
the upper layer at just before the production end. In the large 
dispersion case, there is little co2 accumulation observed, 
suggesting an averaged or spread out co2 concentration. 
Figs. 5.4-6 and 5.4-7 show the contours· of C 10 
(displaced component) dimensionless concentration (defined as the 
concentration d1v1ded by the 1n1t1al concentrat1on). Clearly, the 
lower layer was swept better in the large dispersion case. The 
resaturat1on or decane occured 1n the small d1spers1on case (shaded 
region A 1n F1g. 5.4-6). Decane in this region was displaced once by 
the co2 bank and was driven forward. After the co2 bank passed 
by, deca~e was supplled from unswept lower layer. This re.saturated 
decane would be partially displaced immisc1bly by chase water. Fig. 
5.4-8 indicates the movement of this decane (region B) and the 
trailing edge of decane which was miscibly displaced by co2 bank 
(region C). Fig. 5.4-9 doesn't show this kind of phenomenon, but it 
does show a uniform displacement of decane. 
Figs. 5.4-10 and 5.4-11 show very simt Jar prof11es of 
water saturation. This is because gravity worked favorably to 
stabilize the water front. If the order of layers were reversed, 
namely the lower layer is the more permeable, most of water flows 
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1nto the lower layer and this results very rapid water break 
through. 
Finally, the decane residual concentration (dimensionless) 
at the end of flood ( 1.2 DPV) is shown in Figs. 5.4-12 and 5.4-13 
A large amount of decane was left in the lower layer in the small 
dispersion case. 
The recoveries are listed in Table 5.4-2. Note that the 
large dispersion case showed a slightly higher recovery than the 
small dispersion case. In the previous section (Class-5 runs), the 
large dispersion case recovered smaller amount of oil. In this class 
(6), the aspect ratio (the reservoir length devided by the reservoir 
width or thickness depends on the 2-D geometry) is large ( 100/20 == 
5), and therefore transverse dispersion plays a more important part 
than in the Class-5 runs (the aspect ratio = 1), as shown by Lake 
and Hirasaki [L3], and Giordano and Salter [G3] through dimensional 
analysis. Large transverse dispersion prevented early break through 
of co2, and effectively recovered on from the lower layer. 
TABLE 5.2-1 
Summary of Run-number1ng for Class-4 Runs 
Secondary 01sp1 acement : 
O.wlillw.:!:Qs1 
_Q_ 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.8 0.95 1.0 
2400 4SK6 4SB6 4SC6 4506 4SE6 ----- 4SF6 
4SA6 
2000 4SK5 4SB5 4SC5 4505 4SE5 ----- -----
4SA5 
Pressure 1800 4SK4 4SB4 4SC4 4504 4SE4 ----- -----
Cpsta) 4SA4 
1700 4SK3 4SB3 4SC3 4503 4SE3 4SEF3 -----
4SA3 
1500 4SK2 4SB2 4SC2 4502 4SE2 ----- -----
4SA2 
1400 4SK1 4SB1 4SC1 4501 4SE1 45EFI 4SF1 (J1 
4SA1 0 
TABLE 5.2-1 CCont1nued) 
Tert1ary D1splacement : 
'1wlfilw!:.Os1 
_Q_ 0.2 ..QA. 0.6 0.8_ 0.95 
2400 4TA6 ----- ----- 4TD6 ----- -------
2000 4TA5 4TB5 4TC5 4TD5 4TE5 4TEF5 
Pressure I BOO 4TA4 4TB4 4TC4 4TD4 4TE4 -------
Cps1a) 
1700 4TA3 4TB3 4TC3 4TD3 4TE3 4TEF3 
1600 4TA2 4TB2 4TC2 4TD2 4TE2 -------
1400 4TA1 4TB1 4TC1 4TD1 4TE1 4TEF1 
-(JI -
TABLE 5.2-1 CCont1nued ) 
Slug D1splacement : (followed by water> 
Pressure Cps1a) 1700 
Slug S1ze Cd1splaceable por_e_rn_volume) 
0.1 0.18 0.2 Jl.J.. 
Secondaru 4SLG1 ----- 4SLG2 4SLG3 







Relative Permeability Functions 
for Class-4, 5, 6 Runs 
Krow = Kroiw 
( 1 - Sw - Sorw ) EOW 
1 - Swr - 5orw 
( S0 - Sorg rG 
1 - 5org - 5wr 
K = (l-e-AG·R). K + e-AG·R. K . . [S /(l-S )]l+BG·R rg rg ro1w g wr 
K = (l-e-AO·R). K + e-AO·R. K . . [S /(l-S )]l+BO·R rog rog ro1w o wr 
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,where 
TABLE 5.2-2 (Continued) 
** Sorw = Min (So ' Sorw ) 
** Sgrw =Min (s9 , Sgrw ) 
5orw ** = A·(x1 ,N)3 + B·(x1 ,N)2 + 5orw"" 
5grw ""* = A·(y t ,N)3 + B·(y 1,N)2 + 5orw * 
* * A = 2· (Sorw -s9~
* * B = 3· <5grw- 5orw ) 
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x 1 N (y 1 N) : mole far action of the I ightest hydrocarbon 
' ' 




0 x 1 (y 1) 
1 
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TABLE 5.2-2 (Continued) 
M 
2.0 a = AG= 1.0 EW = 2.0 
Swr= 0.2 BG= 2.0 EOW = 2.0 
Sgrw 
M 
0.0 AO= 1.0 EOG= 2.5 = 
5orw 
M 
0.3 BO= 1.0 = 
Sorg 
M 
0.2 EG = 2.0 = 
Kroiw = 1.0 Krwro = 0.39 
TABLE 5.3-1 
Reservoir Description for Class-5 Runs 







Rock compressibility (psi-1) 
Temperature (F) 
Initial water saturation (fraction) 
Initial pressure (psia) 
Dispersivity (ft) 
small case (longitudinal) 
(transverse) 


























Rock compressib1tity (psi-1) 
Temperature (F) 
Initial average pressure (psia) 
Dispersivity (ft) . 
sma11 case (Jongltudinal) 
(transverse) 

















c4 and C 10 Recovery (@ 1.2 DPV) 
Small Dispersion 
Case C•6 1l 
Large Dispersion 










x PLAIT POINT 
BINODAL CURVE 
TEMP. 200 (f) 
C02 
1400 
1400, 1600, 1800,2000 (PSIA) 
C4 
Fig. 5.2-1 Ternary diagram for co2 - c4 - C 10 system 
at 1400, 1600, 1800, 2000 psia and 200 F. 
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C10 
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Fig. 5.2-2 Ternary diagram for co2 - c4 - C 10 system 
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• 101 
F1g. 5.2-3 Butane and decane recovery for 4SA and 4SK 
runs versus pressure. 
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F1g. 5.2-5 overall compos1t1on prof11es for Run 
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F1g. 5.2-6 Overall compos1tion profiles for Run 
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Fig. 5.2-11 Overall composition profiles for Run 
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F1g. 5.2-12 Overall compos1t1on prof11es for Run 
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F1g. 5.2-14 Overall compos1t1on profiles for Run 
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Fig. 5.2-17 Overall compostt1on prof11es for Run 
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Fig. 5.2-20 OveraJJ composition profiles for Run 
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Fig. 5.2-23 Overall composition profiles for Run 
" 4TD6 at 0.4 DPV. 
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Fig. 5.2-24 Molar flux profiles for Run• 4TD6 at 0.4 DPV .. 
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Fig. 5.2-25 Fractional flow curve construction for 
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Fig. 5.2-26 Butane and decane recovery at 1700 psia 
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Fig. 5.2-28 Molar flux profile for Run" 4SLG3 at 0.6 DPV. 
Fig. 5.3-1 
-• 
co2 dimensionless concentration contour 
for Run" 5.3 at 0.5 DPV. 
(ocl: 0.1, OCt: 0.01 ft) 
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Fig. 5.3-2 co2 dimensionless concentration contour 
for Run • 5.2 at 0.5 DPV. 
(0<1 = 5.0, <><t = 0.5 ft) 
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F1g. 5.3-3 co2 net flux (moles/time step) contour for 
Run • 5.3 at 0.5 DPV. 
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F1g. 5.3-4 co2 net flux (moles/t1me step) contour for 
Run " 5.2 at 0.5 DPV. 






Ftg. 5.3-5 co2 dtspers1ve accumulatton ratio for 
Run " 5.3 at 0.5 DPV. 
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Fig. 5.3-7 Water saturation contour for Run " 5.3 
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F1g. 5.3-8 Water saturation contour for Run• 5.2 
at 0.5 DPV. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
6 1 Conclusions 
The conclusions from this work are ltemized as follows: 
1. The displacement process which causes large 
concentration gradients of components in a certain 
phase, such as first-contact and multiple-contact 
miscible processes or immiscible displacements with 
large interphase mass transfer is significantly 
affected by dispersion (both physical and numerical) . 
Hence, numerical dispersion must be reduced to a 
reasonable level in those cases in order to understand 
correctly the physical flow. 
2. As shown in Sec. 5.3.2 and Sec. 5.4.2, equal amounts of 
the physical dispersivity can affect displacement 
differently (adversely or favorablyt depending on the 
reservoir system. This simply implies that physical 
dispersion is one of the most important mechanisms 
and that accurate modeling, including both 1ong1tudfna1 
and transverse dispersion, must be required. 
3. MMP is largely affected by dispersion. This fact 
209 
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should be taken into account when a simulation of 
slim tube experiment is made. 
4. The minimum requirement of solvent slug size to 
make an efficient displacement is related to the 
residual oil saturation. 
5. Without the presence of dendritic and/or trapped 
hydrocarbon fraction, the mobile water phase has 
little effect on the miscible displacement process. 
For instance, MMPs for the secondary and tertiary 
displacements were almost the same, and the change 
of the volume fraction of water 1n the injecting fluid 
didn't affect the recovery significantly. 
6. Two-point upstream weighting is a valuable practical 
tool to reduce numer1ca1 dispersion. Its 
implementation is fairly easily done with carefully 
checked constraints, and the excution of these 
additional lines in the program causes only a minor 
increase in computation time (less than five percent). 
However, as presented through simulations of slim 
tube displacements, the composition routes remained 
close to the binodal curve, the region where flash 
calculations are very difficult and time consuming, 
when numerical dispersion 1s reduced. This caused the 
computation times to increase also. In addit1on to 
this, in 2-D runs, some stability difficulties may 
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occur when a sharp concentration front, which results 
from a reduction in numerical dispersion, is 
propagated from a well block to adjacent blocks. A 
very small time step size is required in this event. 
7. Chaudhari's technique can not model a physical 
dispersion if it is smaller than the numerical 
dispersf on which arises from an ordinary first-order 
accurate finite difference formulation. 
8. Grid orientation effects are very significant for 
unfavorable mobility ratio miscible displacements. The 
use of parallel grids with two-point upstream 
weighting is one of the practical ways to get 
realistic results. 
9. The "All 2-Point" scheme didn't show the difficulty, 
which was predicted in Sec. 5. 1, through the 
application runs. However, if such kind of situations 
were met, ·composition 2-Point" should be used. 
6 2 Recommendations 
Recommendations for further study are listed below: 
1. The mixing parameter approach should be implemented 
to account for viscous fingering. 
2. The dendritfc and the trapped hydrocarbon fraction, 
and the solubility to water should be modeled. 
3. The effect of mixing due to the molecular diffusion, 
which was always set to zero in this study, should 
be investigated. 
4. The third and the fourth hydrocarbon phases, which 
are probably a second liquid phase and the 
precipitate, should be included for low temperature 
miscible applications. 
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5. After the modifications mentioned above are done, the 
application runs reported in this study should be 
repeated or extended, using actua 1 data from 
experiments and field operations. However, to do this, 
especially for a field scale simulation, the following 
improvements are further required. 
6. An automatic ttme step size selector should be 
incorporated. 
7. Some kind of partial solution technique should be very 
useful to save computation time. 
8. Using the in-house machine, the CDC Dual CYBER 
170/750, for example, for a 6-component run, the 
approximate limitation of number of grid blocks may 
be ( 13x 13). This number can be increased slightly by 
optimizing the program and by changing the direct 
matrix solver to one of the iterative methods such as 
SOR or SSOR, but probably it is still far from what 
213 
is requied for a field scale study. To relax the 
storage limitation and speed up the solution, the use 
of a supercomputer may be required. Several example 
runs, using the same simulator as was used in this 
study, on a CRAY machine were given by Rood [R3]. 
NOMENCLATURE 
Br = diagonal submatrix composed of elements brk ; k = 1, 
2, ... Nb (L3/t). 
B· = I diagonal submatrix composed of elements bik ; k = 1, 
2, ... Nb (L 3 /t) . 
~w = diagonal submatrix composed of elements bwk ; k = 1, 
2, ... Nb(L3/t). 
Bzi = 
diagonal submatrix composed of submatrices ~zi ; i = 1, 
2, ... Nc-1 (moles/t) . 
diagonal submatrix composed of elements bzik ; k = 1, 
2, ... Nb (moles/t) . 
partial derivative of overall hydrocarbon balance with 
respect to F appearing as element (k, k) of submatrix 
'Br (L 3/t). 
partial derivative of balance on component i with 
respect to F appearing as element (k, k) of submarix 
Bi of submatrix B (L 3 It) . 
partial derivative of water balance with respect to W 




partial derivative of balance on component i with 
respect to overall mole fraction of component i 
appearing as element (k, k) of submatrix Bzi of 
submatrix lj2 (moles/t) . 
factor in radial form of productivity index to account 
for location of well in grid block. 
originally, diagonal submatrix composed of elements 
cpk; k = 1, 2, ... Nb (L2/F). After forward elimination, 
this matrix takes on the structure of submatrices Tr, 
T w. and Ti. i = 1 , 2. . .. Ne -1 . 
diagonal submatrix composed of elements Cvk ; k = 1, 
2, ... Nb (dimensionless) . 
diagonal submatrix composed of elements Cwk ; k = 1, 
2, ... Nb (L 2 /F) . 
diagonal submatrix composed of elements cyjk ; k = 1, 
2, ... Nb (dimensionless) . 
\ 
formation compressibility factor (L2/F). 
partial delivative of saturation constraint with respect 
to F appearing as element (k, k) of submatrix Cr 
(moles- 1) . 
partial derivative of saturation constraint with respect 
to overal I mole fraction of component j appearing as 
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c = w 
element (k, k) of submatrix cj of submatrix c 
(dimensionless) . 
partial derivative of saturation constraint with respect 
to pressure appearing as element (k, k) of submatrix cp 
(L 2/F) . 
partial derivative of saturation constraint with respect 
to total mole fraction in vapor phase appearing as 
element (k, k) of submatrix Cv (dimensionless) . 
water compressibility factor (L 2/F). 
partial derivative of saturation constraint with respect 
to W appearing as element (k, k) of submatrix Cw 
(moles- 1) . 
partial derivative of saturation constraint with respect 
to vapor mole fraction of component j appearing as 
element (k, k) of submatrix Cy (dimensionless) . 
dimensionless concentration of displacing fluid = 
(C-C1)/(C J-C1) . 
D = depth relative to some datum to center of grid block ; 
positive downward (L) . 
Dij = effective molecular diffusion coefficient of component 
i in phase j (L 2/t) . 
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component fugacity for component of phase j , j=o, 
g CF/L 2) . 
overall hydrocarbon molar concentration, = 50~0 + s9~9 
(moles I L 3) . 
diagonal submatrix composed of elements 9pik ; k = 1, 
2, ... Nb (dimensionless) . 
diagonal submatrix composed of elements gvik·; k = 1, 
. 2 
2, ... Nb (F /L ) . 
diagonal submatrix composed of elements gyi jk ; k = 1, 
2, ... Nb (F /L 2) . 
diagonal submatrix composed of elements 9zijk ; k = 1, 
2, ... Nb (F/L 2). 
gravitational acceleration (L/t2). 
partial derivative of fugacity constraint of component 
i with respect to pressure appearing as element (k, k) 
of submatrix Gpi or submatrix GP (dimensionless) . 
partial derivative or rugacity constraint of component 
i with respect to total vapor mole fraction appearing 
as element (k, k) of submatrix Gvi of submatrix Gv 
(FIL 2). 
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9yi jk = 
9zi jk = 
h = 
II = 
k . = rJ 
kroiw = 
partial derivative of fugacity constraint of component 
i with respect to vapor mole fraction of component j 
appearing as e I ement (k, k) of submatr ix Gy i j of 
submatrix Gy (F/L2) . 
partial derivative of fugacity constraint of component 
with respect to overall mole fraction of component 
j appearing as element (k, k) of submatrix ~zij (F/L 2). 
height or thickness or width of reservoir (L) . 
injectivity index (moles L 2/F · t) . 
relative permeability to phase j ; j = w, o, g 
(dimensionless) . 
oil relative permeability at irreducible water 
saturation. 
kx = absolute permeability in X-direction (L 2). 
ky = absolute permeability in Y-direction (L 2) . 
k = permeability tensor (L 2) . 
Ki = equilibrium K-value for component i, = y/xi 
(dimensionless) . 
Kij = dispersion tensor for component i in phase j (L 2/t) . 





inverse of physical Pee let number ( 1 /NpeP). (dimensionless). 
system length (L) . 
mole fraction of hydrocarbon volume in liquid phase . 
mobility ratio (mobility ·Of displacing fluid I mobility of 
displaced flu id). 





number of grid blocks. 
number of non-aqueous components. 
flux of component i (including water) in general mass 
balance equations (moles/L 2) . 
number of layers. 
number of phases. 
Peclet number (dimensionless) . 
number of grid blocks in X-direction . 
number of grid blocks in Y-direction . 
gas phase pressure -- also denoted as P 
9 
(F /L 2) . 
bottomhole pressure (F /L 2) . 
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P 0 -f -
P· = j 
Pl = 
p 0 -w -
[Pi] = 
Q· = I 
a = w 
qi = 
critical pressure of pure component i (FIL 2) . 
oil/ gas cap i 1 lary pressure, = Pg - P 0 (F /L 2) . 
water/oil capillary pressure, = P0 - Pw (FIL 2). 
reference pressure for porosity correlation (FIL 2). 
pressure of phase j ; j = w. o, g (F /L 2) . 
productivity index (moles L 2 /F /t) . 
reference pressure for water density correlation (F /L 2). 
parachor for component i -- used to compute 
interfacial tensions (F 1 /4 L 11 /4 /moles) . 
volumetric rate of component i ; positive for injection 
(L 3 /t) . 
volumetric rate of water (L 3 /t) . 
total volumetric rate (L 3 /t) . 
overal 1 hydrocarbon rate (moles/t) . 
rate of component i (moles/t) . 
total rate (moles/t) . 
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qw = water rate (moles/t) . 
Rei = residual vector of molar balance on component i 
composed of elements Reik ; k =1, 2, ... Nb (moles/t) . 
Ari = residual vector of fugacity constraint on component 
composed of elements Rfik; k =1, 2, ... Nb (F/L2). 
Rh = residual vector of overall hydrocarbon molar balance 
composed of elements Rhk ; k = 1, 2, ... Nb (moles/t) . 
Ri = source term of component i (including water) in 
general mass balance equations (moles/t) . 
r·. = IJ 
residual vector of saturation constraint (dimensionless). 
scaled residual vector of fugacity constraint on 
component i composed of elements Rsfik ; k = I, 2, 
... Nb (F/L 2). 
equivalent radius for radial form of well model (L). 
wel !bore radius (L) . 
homogeneous reaction rate in general mass balance 
equations (mass i /L 3 j-t) . 
homogeneous reaction rate in stationary phase in 






T· = I 
skin factor in radial well model (dimensionless). 
residual gas saturation to water. 
saturation of phase j ; j = w, o, g (fraction) . 
residual oil saturation to gas. 
residual oil saturation to water. 
irreducible water saturation. 
submatrix composed of submatrices Ti ; i= 1, 2, ... Nc-1 
(moles L 2/F · t) . 
critical temperature of component i (T) . 
banded submatrix composed of elements tfk(k± 1) where 
k = 1, 2, ... Nb and (k± I) represents two values for 
1-D applications and four values for 2-D (moles 
L2/F/t). 
banded submatrix composed of elements tikk and 
tik(k± 1) where k = 1, 2, ... Nb and (k± 1) represents 
either two or four values (moles L 2 /F /t) . 
reduced temperature for component i, =TIT ci 
(dimensionless) . 
banded submatrix composed of elements twkk and 
twk(k± 1) where k = 1, 2, ... Nb and (k± l) represents 
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two values for 1-D applications and four values for 
2-D (moles L 2 /F /t) 
t = time (t) . 
t0 = dimensionless time, = utlfl . 
partial derivative of the overall hydrocarbon balance on 
block k with respect to pressure of block k appearing 
on the main diagonal of submatrix Tr (moles L2/F/t). 
tfk(k± 1) = partial derivative of the overall hydrocarbon balance on 
block k with respect to pressure of an adjacent grid 
block appearing as an off-diagonal element of 
submatrix Tr (moles L 2/F/t) . 
partial derivative of the balance on component i on 
block k with respect to pressure of block k appearing 
on the main diagonal of submatrix Ti of submatrix T 
. (moles L 2/F/t) . 
tik(k± 1) = partial derivative of the balance on component i on 
block k with respect to pressure of an adjacent grid 
block appearing as on off-diagonal element of 
submatrix Ti of submatrix T (moles L 2/F/t) . 
twkk = partial derivative of the water balance on block k 
with respect to pressure of block k appearing on the 
main diagonal of submatrix Tw (moles L2/F/t) . 
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twk(k± 1) = partial derivative of the water balance on block k 
with respect to pressure of adjacent grid block 
appearing as an off-diagonal element of submatrix Tw 
(moles L 2 /F /t) . 
u j = superficial velocity of phase j (Lit) . 
V = mole fraction of hydrocarbon volume in vapor phase . 
Vb = grid block bulk volume (L 3) . 
Vci = critical volume of component i (L3) . 
W = overall water molar concentration (moles /L 3). 
Wi = accumulation of component i (including water) in 
general mass balance equation (moles /L 3) . 
x0 = dimensionless length , = X/L 
xi = mole fraction of component in oil phase. 
xji = mole fraction of component in phase j ; j = o. g 
Yi = mole fraction of component in gas phase. 
Zj = overall mole fraction of component in the 
hydrocarbon phases. 
Z j = compressibi I ity factor of phase j (dimensionless) . 
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()(lj = 
o· = J 







longitudinal dispersivity in phase j (L) . 
transverse dispersivity in phase j (L) . 
dimensionless dispersivity, = oclj/L or octj/L 
specific weight of phase j (F /L 3) . 
binary interaction coefficients between components 
and j (dimensionless) . 
mass density of phase j (mass of j /L 3 ) 
mass fraction of component i in phase j (mass of 
in j I mass of j) . 
time step (t) . 
grid block length (L) . 
grid block width (L). 
gradient operator ( 1 /L) . 
convergence tolerance on molar balances . 
convergence tolerance on vapor-liquid equilibrium 
calculations. 
es = convergence tolerance on saturation constraints. 
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ev = convergence tolerance on V calculations. 
Jlj = viscosity of phase j; j = w, o, g (F·T/L 2). 






~· = J 
a = 
t" = 
low pressure, gas mixture viscosity (F·T /L 2) . 
molar density of phase j ; j = w, o g (moles/L 3) . 
reduced molar density (dimensionless) . 
molar density of water at reference pressure, Pw 0 
(moles/L 3) . 
porosity (fraction) . 
porosity at reference pressure, pfo (fraction) . 
flow potential of phase j (F/L 2) . 
interfacial tension between oi I and gas phases (F /L) . 
tortuosity factor (dimensionless) . 
Superscripts : 
act = actual (or output) 
1 = iteration level 
N = nu mer ica l 
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n = time level 
o = reference state 
P = physical 
= modified form 
Subscripts 










phase index except in matrices where it is used as a 
second component index 
k = block index 
= layer index 
= longitudinal 
o = oil 
r = relative 
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s = stationary 
T = total 
t = transverse 
w = water 
x = X-direction 
y = Y-direction 
APPENDIX-A 
DERIVATION OF CHAUDHARl'S EXPRESSION 
FOR A COMPONENT CONSERVATION EQUATION 
Chaudhari neglected several terms 1n h1s der1vatfon[C4, 
CS]. He mentioned that the effect of these neglected terms were 
usually. small but it should be checked. Here, the system is more 
general, and, hence, more terms have to be neglected. Some of 
these terms probably w111 be important in some cases. 
A 1 Time Truncation Error Treatment 
Consider a conservation equation of component i in phase 
j (interphase mass transfer is negligible) without the dispersion 
term. 
(A.1-1) 
The d1scretfzed time derfvat1ve wf 11 be second-order correct ff the 
second-order derivative in Eq. A 1-2 is evaluated accurately : 
8/8t (tSj~jxji) ~ (1/b.t) [(tSj~jXji)kn+L (tSj~jxji)k°l 
- (b.t12) a21at2c+si~ixii> (A.1-2) 
D1fferent1at1ng Eq. A 1-1 with respect to t, X, and Y, the following 
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equations can be obtained : 
a21at2 C"'s·t·x .. ) = a21axat Cux·t·x .. ) + a21avat (uy·t·x .. ) (A.1-3) T J J JI J J JI J J JI 
a21axat c+sjtjxji) = a21ax2 (uxjtjxji) + a21axav (uyjtjxji) (A.1-4) 
a21avat c+sjtjxji) = a21axav (uxjtjxj1) + a
21av2 (uyjtjxji) (A.1-5) 
Expand these equations and neglect the derivatives of (fS j), (uxj), 
and (uyj): 
c +s j)a2 tat 2 Ctjxji) ~ uxra21axat (t jXji) + Uy f 82 /8Y8t (t jX j j) 
(A.1-3') 
( +s j>a21axat Ct jXji) ~ u .·a21ax2 XJ Ctjxji> • uyra
21axav Ctjxji> 
(A.1-4') 
c+sj)a21avat Ctjxji) ~ uxra21axay Ctjxji> • uyra21av2 Ctjxji) 
(A.1-5') 
From Eqs. A 1-3' --- A 1-s·, the following relationship may be 
derived : 
c+sj)a21at2 Ctjxji) ~ uxj21c+si) a21ax2 CtjxJ 1> 
+ 2uxjuvjl(fSj) a21axav Ctjxji) + uyj21c+sj) a21av2 Ctjxji) 
(A.1-6) 
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Substitute EQ. A 1-6 1nto EQ. A 1-2 (neglect aga1n 8/8t(f5j) 1n EQ. 
A 1-2) : 
8/8t (fSjtjxji) ~ (1/llt) [(fSjtjxji)kn+L (fSjtjxji)kn) 
- (llt12) { ux j2 t( +s j) a21ax2 Ct jx j i) 
• 2uxjuvjl(fSj) a2taxav ct1xji) • uyj
2t<+s1) a
21av2 Ctjxj1) l 
CA 1-2') 
Then, the numerical dispersion tensor due to t1me truncation error 
may be expressed as : 
K· . N -J,t1me -
-(llt/2) [uy/(fSj)]2 
(A 1-7) 
From the der1vation descrived above, these elements should be 
evaluated at the block center, however, 1n our code, to satisfy the 
boundary qmditions (EQ. 3.2.2-9 and 3.2.2-10) they were calculated at 
the b tock face. 
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A2 Sp-ace Truocat1on Error Treatment 
The first-order space derivative may be discretized with 
second-order accuracy : (assume constant grid block size and 
positive X-direction of f1ow for simp1iclty). 
alaX (uxjtjXjj) ~ (1/llX) [(uxjtjXjj)k+l/2 - (uxjtjxji)k-1/21 
~ (1/llX) { [ (uxjtjxji)k + (llX/2) (a/ax (uxjtjxji)\. 1121 
- [ (ux j~ jX j i)k-1 + (6X/2) (a/ax (ux j~ jX j l))k-1 /2 ] } 
=( 1 I llX) l (ux 1t jx j i)k - (ux jt jx j 1>k- l 1 
-( 1 I llX) {(llX/2) l (a1ax (ux it ix i i))k+ 112 - (a1ax (ux it ix i i>>k- l 12 1 l 
,neglecting 8ux /8X , 
~ ( 1 I llX) l (ux jt jx j i)k - (ux jt jx j i>k- l 1 
+ c 11 llX) {(llx/2) l Cux ia1axct ix i i»k+ 112 - Cux ia1axct ix i 1>k- l 12 1 l 
(A.2-1) 
The diagonal physical dispersion term (Eq. 3. 1.2-1) may be 
written in a similar finite difference form : 
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a1ax {fSjKxxij ca1axctjxji>1 l 
~ c 11 ~x){ c +s jKxx i jca1axct jx j i))lk+ 112 - l +s jKxx i jca1axct jx j i))lk- l 121 
(A.2-2) 
Comparing Eqs. A2.-1, A2-2, and A 1-7, 1t suggests that the 
numerical dispersion tensor w111 have the following form : 
f.N = 
J 
- (~t/2)·uxjuvj/(t5j)2 -luy/(2t5j)1[~t· uy/C+sj) - ~Y] 
(A.2-3) 
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APPENDIX - B 
STABILITY ANALYSIS OF CHAUDHARl'S TECHNIQUE 
BY THE MATRIX t-ETHOD 
Consider a convectton-diffusion equation tn the 
dimensionless form : 
(B-1) 
Discretize Eq. B-1, using forward difference in time, 
backward difference for the first-order space derivative, and 
three-point central difference for the second-order space derivative. 
(Coin+ 1 - cot)/ 6to = - <coin - Coi-1n)/6Xo 
+ K (Coi+ 1 n - 2Coin + Coi-1 n)/6Xo2 
(B-2) 
This is the second-order correct discretization, and K is a sum of 
the physical dispersion coefficient KP and the negative numerical 
dispersion coefficient KN. 
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Let, 
Subst1tute Eqs. B-3 and B-4 Into B-2, and solve ror c0t• 1. 
c0t• 1 = l(a+ 1 )/2 + b]a·coi-l n + l 1-(a+2b)a1Coin + l(a-1 )/2 + b]a·coi+ 1 n 
· (B-5) 
Th1s can be solved w1th the tn1tta1 and boundary cond1tions : 
Co(Xo, 0) = 0 ' 0 < Xo < 1 (B-6) 
c0(o, t0) = 1 , ac01ax0c 1, t0) = o , t0 > o (B-7) 
In a matrix form : 
(i = 1 ... Nb) (B-8) 
,where 
B = [ ((a+ 1 )/2+b), 0 ...... 0 ]T 
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[ 1-(a+2b)a] [(a-1 )/2+b]a 
[(a+ 1 )/2+b]a [ 1-(a+2b)a1 [(a-1 )/2+b]a 0 
• • 
A= • • • • 
[(a+ 1 )/2+b]a [ 1-(a+2b)a] [(a-1 )/2+b]a 
0 (a+2b)a [ 1-(a+2b)al 
(B-9) 
There are two criteria for regulating the error growth 
of Eq. B-8 : 
1. the spectral radius condition. 
Maxl:Ad ~ 1 (i = 1 •.. Nb) (B-10) 
where Ai is a eigenvalue of A 
2. the norm condition. 
II A 11 .:5. 1 (B-11) 
The norm condition is more severe than the spectral radius 
condition, and it guarantees no growth of the initial error. On the 
other hand, the spectral radius condition guarantees that the error 
becomes zero when n goes inf in tty, however, the error can grow 
signf ficant1y for finite n (52, 1"1>, GS]. 
From Gerschgorin's ·circle theorem·, 
I "-i - [ 1-(a+2b)al I ~ I (a2+a+2ab)/2 I + I (a2-a+2ab)/2 I (B-12) 
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This means that an the eigenvalues must be located in a circle 
whose -center is [ 1-(a+2b)a, 0] and radius is [ 1Ca2+a+2ab)/21 + 
1Ca2-a+2ab)/2l ). If this circle is completely inside the unit circle, 
both conditions (Eqs. B-1 O and B-11) will be satisfied, provided that 
the maximum norm is used. 
II A 11 00 = Maxj(E j I Aj j I) (i,j = 1 ... Nb) 
= I [(a+ 1 )/2+b]a I + I 1-(a+2b)a I + I [(a-1 )/2+b]a I (B-13) 
There are three cases to be checked : 
1. 1-(a+2b)a lo and a2-a+2ab l o (region A In Fig. B-2) 
Then, Eq. B-1 o and B-11 may be satisfied If, 
1-( 1-(a+2b)a] } ca2+a+2ab)/2 + ca2-a+2ab)/2 
a2+2ab l a2+2ab 
This ts always true. CF1g. B-1 a) 
2. 1-(a+2b)a 2 o and a2-a+2ab < o (region B In Fig. B-2) 
1-( 1-(a+2b)a] } ca2+a+2ab)/2 - ca2-a+2ab)/2 
(a+2b)a la 
a2-a+2ab 2 o 
This can't happen 1n this case. (Fig. B-1 b) 
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3. 1-(a+2b)a < O and a2-a+2ab l O (region C in Fig. B-2) 
[1-(a+2b)a)-(-1)} ca2+a+2ab)/2 + ca2-a+2ab)/2 
2-(a+2b)a l (a+2b)a 
1-(a+2b)a l O 
This can't happen in this case. (Fib. B-1 c) 
As summarized in Table B.1, only region A satisfies both 
conditions, hence the solution must be stable and the initial error 
never grows in this region. However, the main region which is 
required to be modeled in a EOR process may be region B, since the 
straight 11ne b = ( 1-a)/2 represents the magnitude of numerical 
dispersion for the first-order correct finite difference scheme 
(forward in time and two-point backward for the first-order space 
derivative), and usually the level of physical dispersion is lower 
than this numerical dispersion. Unfortunately, as shown in Table B.1, 
the stability in this region is not known from Gerschgorin's 
theorem, but at least we can say that the tn1tial error will grow 









Summary of Stabllity Analysis 
Region CFig. B-1 > 
~ B C 
Satisfied Unknown Unknown 
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B - le 
Fig. B-1 Gerschgorin's circle for three possible cases. 
Results of sta 
Fig. B-2 technique. 
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. for Chaudhari's bil ity analys1s 
APPENDIX - C 
RUN-STATISTICS AND SPECIFICATIONS 
FOR CLASS-1, 2, AND 3 RUNS 
The reservoir data and the hydrocarbon data were 
already given in each sections. Here, the additional miscellaneous 
data, which may be required to reproduce runs, are tabulated with 
Run-Statistics such as CPU time, and material balance error. All 
runs were made by CDC Dual CYBER 170/750 machine. The 
following tolerances were used to check for convergence : 
Equilibrium K-value 
(i = 1. .. Nc) (k = 1. .. Nb) (C-1) 
Local Molar Balance 
I Red k I (~t. Maxd qi.O.+ 1 D <Eb 
(i = 1 ... NC' water) (k = 1 ... Nb) (C-2) 
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Saturation 
(k = 1 ... Nb) (C-3) 
And the global material balance errors were calculated as: 
E· =cw,.+ NI' - Np· - W· ) I w,. 1 1 vl 1 1 1 (C-4) 
,where 
Wli 1n1t 1a1-1n-p lace 
NJi cumulative injection 
Npi cumulative production 
W1 currently-in-place 
The same items are listed for the application runs 
(Class-4, 5, 6) in Appendix-D. 
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TABLE C.1 
Common Miscellaneous Informations for All Runs 
(including the application runs) 
: Accelerated succesive substitution was always used 
the flash routine. 
: acceleration parameter 3 
: Ev tolerance for V calc. 10-10 
: EK tolerance for K-value 
in1t1ally 2 H.C. phase block 10-16 
elsewhere 10-8 
: Eb tolerance for local molar balance 10-4 
E5 tolerance for saturation 10-4 
7: tortuosity 1.0 
: D1j molecular diffusion coefficient 




lnformat1ons for Class-1 Runs 
Qr= 0.0016302 moles/day 
P.1. = 23.9 ft3-cp/day-ps1 (20 G.BJ · 
47.8 (40 G.BJ 
95.6 (80 G.BJ 
pbh = 5000 psla 
At days Longl. Numerical CEU ti roe sec Global 
Cfrac. of tMax days Dlsperstvtty D1spers1on per 1 G.B. Component 
Run • Mx 1 G.B.P.V) CDPVl (ft) Reductlon 1 steo Total M.B.E. ~ 
1. 1 20 0.4 (0.8) 4.0 (0.4) 0.0 ----- 0.0075 1.5 o.137x10-4 
1.2 20 0.2 (0.4) 4.0 (0.4) 0.0 ----- 0.0068 2.7 o.686x 1 o-5 
1.3 20 0. 1 (0.2) 4.0 (0.4) 0.0 ----- 0.0065 5.2 0.343x 10-5 
1.4 20 0.05 (0. 1) 4.0 (0.4) 0.0 ----- 0.0063 10.0 o.171x10-s 
1.5 40 0.025(0. 1) 4.0 (0.4) 0.0 ----- 0.0051 32.5 o.871x1 o-6 
1.6 80 0.0125(0. 1) 4.0 (0.4) 0.0 ----- 0.0045 116.2 0.439x1 o-6 
o.871x1 o-6 "' 1.7 40 0.025 (0. 1) 4.0 (0.4) 0. 104 ----- 0.0053 35.4 & 
TABLE C.2 (Cont1nued) 
flt days Long1. Numer1ca1 c~u time sec Global 
<frac. of tMax days D1spers1v1ty D1spers1on per rG.B. Component 
Run #__ lix _J G.B.P.V.l CDPV) (ft) Beductioo 1 step Total M.BE. 8 
1.8 40 0.025 (0. 1) 4.0 (0.4) 0.104 2-pt. * 0.0058 37.0 o.234>< 1 o-5 
1.9 40 0.025 (0. 1) 4.0 (0.4) 0.104 Ch.** 0.0055 35.3 0.853 
1. 10 40 0.1 (0.4) 4.0 (0.4) 0.104 2-pt. 0.0059 9.5 o.934>< 1 o-5 
1 . 1 1 40 0.1 (0.4) 4.0 (0.4) *** 0. 104 2-pt. +Ch.Ct) 0.0060 9.6 0.192 
1.12 40 0.025 (0.1) 14.0 ( 1.4) 0.26 ----- 0.0054 121.9 0.140>< 1 o-5 
Cs lug) 
1. 13 40 0.025 (0. 1) 14.0 ( 1.4) 0.26 2-pt. 0.0057 1 28.4 o.309>< 1 o-5 
Cs lug) 
1. 14 40 0.025 (0.1) 14.0 ( 1.4) 0.26 Ch. 0.0055 123.0 0.205 
Cs lug) 
1. 15 40 0.025 (0. 1) 4.0 (0.4) 0.65 2-pt. 0.0057 36.7 o.234>< 1 o-s 
1. 16 40 0.025 (0.1) 4.0 (0.4) 2.6 2-pt. 0.0057 36.7 0234x10-5 
I\) 
~ 
TABLE C.2 (Cont1nued) 
At days Long1. Numertcal 
<frac. of tMax days D1spers1v1ty D1spers1on 
Run_'! Mx 1 G.B.P.V.1 __ mp~ _(fl) Reduction 
1. 17 
1.18 
40 0.025 (0. 1) 4.0 (0.4) 0.65 
40 0.025 (0. 1) 4.0 (0.4) 2.6 
* 
** 




c~u time sec 
per 1 G.B. 
1 sten I.otal 
0.0055 35.3 
0.0055 35.4 















Informations for Class-2 Runs 
qr= 0.60299x 1 o-3 
0.90066x 1 o-3 
P.I. = 47.8 
pbh = 1500 
Nx = 40 
~t= 0.025 





0.0 C.2-pt. * 
0.0 A.2-pt. ** 
0.0 Ch. 
0.0 -----
moles/day (#2.1-2.4) CC 1 :0.9, c4:0.1) 
( •2.5-2.8) ( 0.6, 0.4) 
n3-cp/day-ps1 
psi a 
days (0. 1 G.B.P.V.) 
days ( 1.4 DPV) 
c~u time sec 
per 1 G.B. 












(stop at 0.97 DPVl 







2. 11 0.65 
* "Compos1 t1 on 2-Po1 nt" 
** "All 2-Po1nt" 
*** "Chaudhar1" 
TABLE C.3 (Continued) 
Numer1ca1 c~u time sec Global 
D1spers1on per 1 G.B. Component 
Reduct1oo 1 step Total M.B.E. 8 
C.2-pt. 0.0233 521.9 0.121x1 o-4 
A.2-pt. 0.0239 536.4 o.827>< 1 o-4 
Ch.*** 0.0468 ----- ----------
(stop at 0.085 DPV) 
Ch. 0.0231 517.4 5.57 







lnformat1ons for Class-3 Runs 
1248 moles/day/wel 1 ("A" runs) 
454.89 ("B" runs) 
4.0x 1 o5 a3-cp/day-pst 
6000 psta 
7 Codd • runs) 
10 (even # runs) 
11.76 days ( 1.2 DPV) Codd • runs) 
12.0 C 1.2 DPV) (even • runs) 
At days Longttudtnal Transverse Numertcal CEU ti cne sec 
(frac. of Dlsperstv1ty D1spers1vtty D1spers1on per 1 G.B. 
Run• 1 G.B.P ~\U (ft) Cftl Reduct1on -- 1 steo IotaJ . . . 
3A. 1 0.1 (0.5) 0.0 0.0 ----- 0.0103 59.7 
3A.2 0. 1 (0.5) 0.0 0.0 ----- 0.0128 153.2 
3A.3 0. 1 (0.5) 0.0 0.0 2-pt. * 0.0105 60.9 




0.453x 1 o-1 
0.344x1 o-3 
o.528x 1 o-1 
0.109xlo-1 I\) 
~ 
TABLE C.4 (Cont1nued) 
tJ.t days 
Cfrac. of 
Run# 1 G RP.Yl 
Long1tud1nal Transverse Numer1cal CPU t1cne sec Global 
Component 
Total M.B.E. 8 
D1spers1v1ty D1spers1v1ty D1spers1on per 1 G.B. 
!ft> • (ft) Reduct1on 1 step 
** 3A.5 0.1 (0.5) 0.0 0.0 Ch. 0.0076 ----- ----------
(local molar balance tolerance=O.O, saturat1on tolerance=O.O 1, stop at 0.99 DPV) 
3A.6 0. 1 (0.5) 0.0 0.0 Ch. 0.0093 ----- ----------
(local molar balance tolerance=O.O, saturat1on tolerance=O.O 1, stop at 0.39 DPV) 
*** 3A.9 0. 1 (0.5) 0.0 0.0 2-pt.+Ch.(t) 0.0112 64.9 2.09 
3A. 10 0. 1 (0.5) 0.0 0.0 2-pt.+Ch.(t) 0.0087 104.0 2.31 
-1 3A. 11 0.02 C0.1) 0.0 0.0 2-pt. 0.0098 282.0 o. 176x 1 O 
-1 3A. 12 0.02 (0.1) 0.0 0.0 2-pt. 0.0102 612.5 0.251x10 
3A. 13 0.01-0.05 1.46 -2.54 ----- 0.0106 ----- ----------
(0.05-0.25) (stop at 0.894 DPV) 
3A.14 o.o 1-0.05 1.46 -2.54 ----- 0.0117 700.5 0.773x- l 
(0.05-0.25) 
38. 1 0. 1 (0.5) 












2-pt. plus Chaudhar1 Ct1me truncat1on cancel) 
65.1 
147.4 
0.869x 1 o-3 
o.839x 1 o-3 
~ 
APPENDIX-D 
RUN-STATISTICS AND SPECIFICATIONS 
FOR CLASS-4, 5, AND 6 RUNS 
The data llsted in Table C.1 are also valid for the 
application runs. The "All 2-Point" scheme was used consistently 





Informations for Class-4 Runs 
47.8 
40 
ft 3-cp/ day-psi 
Physical Dispersivlty = 0.0 ft 
tMax = 9.6 days ( 1.2 DPV) 
bt = 0.05 days (0.2 G.B.P. V.) 
for 4SA, 4SK, 4SF,4TA runs 
0.0125 days (0.05 G.B.P. V.) 
for al 1 other runs 
.2t>h Cpslal 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
~ .li200 11.00 .1fil2Q 2QQQ ~ 
AK 0.6713 0.8055 0.8761 0.9487 1.0978 1.3958 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
_EL 2.2619 2.3709-2.4283 -2.4872 2.6082- 2.8501 
1.7148 1.7265 1.7274 1.7282 1.7300 1.7334 ----------------_c_ 3.8524 3.9363 3.9804 4.0257 4.1186 4.3043 
3.4496 3.4530 3.4547 3.4565 3.4599 3.4668 - - - - - -------- - - -
_11_ 5.4429 5.5017 5.5326 5.5642 5.6290 5.7585 
5.1744 5.1795 5.1821 5.1847 5.1899 5.2002 
L 7.o334 7.o671-io847-1.1027 7.1394 7.2128 
6.8992 6. 9061 6. 9095 6. 9129 6. 9198 6. 9336 
..EE.. 8.2263 8.2412- 82488 -8.2565 8.2722 B."3634 
8. 1928 8.2009 8.2050 8.2091 8.2173 8.2336 - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -_£_ 8.6240 8.6326 8.6369 8.6412 8.6498 8.6670 






TABLE D.1 (Continued} 
c~u time sec Global 
per 1 G.B. Component 
Run• 1 step Tut.al M.BE % 
4SK1 0.0176 135.1 o.119x10-2 
2 0.0177 135.6 0.944xlo-3 
3 0.0186 142.8 0.866x10-3 
4 0.0195 149.4 0.406xlo-3 
5 0.0143 110.0 0.163xlo-3 
6 0.0136 104.4 0.61 Oxlo-3 
4SA1 0.0183 140.8 0.671 xl o-2 
2 0.0227 174.6 0.254xlo-2 
3 0.0280 214.3 0.442xto-3 
4 0.0288 221.5 0.597xlo-3 
5 0.0141 108.5 o.as2x10-2 
6 0.0133 101.9 0.245xto-2 
4SB1 0.0168 514.4 0.245x10-2 
2 0.0177 545.0 o.52ax10-2 
3 0.0181 555.0 0.734xlo-2 
4 0.0182 558.8 0.573x10-2 
5 0.0182 559.4 0.598x10-2 
6 0.0104 318.3 0.265 
4SC1 0.0168 514.2 0.549xlo-4 
2 0.0178 546.0 0.378xlo-4 
3 0.0182 559.8 0.471x1 o-4 
4 0.0185 566.5 0.757xlo-4 
5 0.0137 420.8 o.186x10-2 
6 0.0106 326.6 0.231 
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TABLE 0.1 (Continued) 
c~u time sec Global 
per 1 G.B. Component 
Run• 1 step Tut.al MBE. % 
4501 0.0159 486.9 0.774x10-2 
2 0.0177 544.1 o.342xlo-4 
3 0.0184 565.3 0.119xto-3 
4 0.0189 581.0 0.231xto-3 
5 0.0137 420.0 0.15 lxlo-2 
6 0.0111 340.0 0.173 
4SE1 0.0110 337.3 0.858x10- 1 
2 0.0110 337.3 0.85Bx10- 1 
3 0.0177 543.4 0.135xlo-1 
4 0.0179 549.3 0.40tx10-2 
5 0.0138 424.0 0.643x10-2 
6 0.0130 399.9 o.116x10- 1 
4SEF3 0.0170 521.3 0.199x10- 1 
6 0.0078 238.8 0.273 
4SF1 0.0079 60.8 0.797xlo-6 
6 0.0080 61.1 0.865xto-6 
4TA1 0.0200 153.8 0.157x10- 1 
2 0.0245 187.8 o.554xto-4 
3 0.0272 208.9 0.454xlo-2 
4 0.0255 195.9 0.695xlo-2 
5 0.0132 100.9 0.608xto- 1 
6 0.0126 96.5 0.157x10- 1 
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TABLE D.1 (Continued) 
ceu time sec Global 
per 1 G.B. Component 
Run• 1 step IQ1al MB E % 
4TB1 0.0171 524.2 0.179x1 o- 1 
2 0.0175 537.4 0.831 xl o-3 
3 0.0170 523.0 0.402X10-l 
4(At=O.O 1d)0.0173 664.1 o.539x1 o-1 
5 0.0126 386.5 0.249x10-2 
4TC1 0.0151 462.2 o.984x 1 o- 1 
2 0.0176 541.5 o.514x 1 o-2 
3 0.0186 569.7 0.123xlo-3 
5 0.0126 387.5 0.218x1 o-2 
4TD1 0.0150 459.7 0.483x10- 1 
2 0.0174 535.5 0.109x10- 1 
3 0.0182 558.1 o.101x10- 1 
4CAt=O.O 1d)0.0178 683.5 o.29ox10- 1 
5 0.0201 615.9 0.247x1 o-1 
4TE1 0.0112 343.5 0.192 
2 0.0164 504.4 0.317x 1 o- 1 
3 0.0175 535.8 o.181x10-2 
4 0.0178 546.5 0.104xlo-1 
5 0.0125 385.3 0.912x10-2 
4TEF1 0.0084 256.3 0.485x1 o- 1 
3 0.0109 417.1 0.407x10- 1 
5 0.0081 248.7 0.807 
TABLE 0.1 (Continued) 
CPU time sec 
per 1 G.B. 
1 step IQtal 
4SLG 1(~t=O.O1 d) 0.0098 377.7 
2( ) 0.0163 626.3 
3( ) 0.0177 679.7 
4( ) 0.0116 446.5 
5( ) 0.0201 769.8 
6( ) 0.0168 644.7 





0.448xt o- 1 
o. t 30xto-t 
o.aasxt o- 1 
0.482x10- 1 
0.290xto-2 
o. t 27xt o-2 
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TABLE D.2 
lnformat1ons for Class-5 Runs 
qr= moles/day 
qw =(chase water) 
534.275 
5267.0 
P.I. = 1.0x104 n3-cp/day-ps1 
pbh = 1700 ps1a 
Nx,Ny= 7 
At= 0.01 - 0.001 days (0.05 - 0.005 G.B.P.V.) 
tMax = 9.8 days ( 1.25 DPV) 
Langi. Transe. CPU time sec Global 
Slug D1spers1v1ty D1spersiv1ty per 1 G.B. Component 
Bun!. SizeCDPV> (ft) Cft) 1 step .Tutal M.B.E.8 
5.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0250 2778.5 0.375xlo-3 
5.2 0.2 5.0 0.5 0.0172 828.9 o.212x10-4 
5.3 0.2 0.1 0.01 0.0236 2623.0 0.275xlo-3 
5.5 continuous 0.1 0.01 0.0303 1454.4 0.313xlo-4 
5.6 0.3 0.1 0.01 0.0260 2869.9 o.222x10-4 
5.7 waterflood 0.1 0.01 0.0090 432.3 0.784xlo-4 
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TABLE 0.3 
Informations for Class-6 Runs 
134.67 moles/day 
Qw(chase water) 1316.9 
P. I. and I. I. 1.582x 1 o2 ft3-cp/day-psi (layer 1,2) 
3.164x101 (layer 3,4) 
At= 0.001 - 0.005 days (0.01 - 0.05 G.B.P.V.) 
7.68 days ( 1.2 DPV) 
Longi. Transe. CPU time sec Global 
Slug Disperstvity Dispersivity per 1 G.B. Component 










0.0250 4339.0 0.107x 1o-7 
0.0199 2441.5 O. 148x 1o-7 
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